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Abstract

Based on a review of the surface and deep structure of the Eastern Alps, we link the
timing and the inferred displacement fields to exhumation of upper and lower
crustal units of the orogenic nappe stack during collision. The discussion focuses
mainly on the Tauern Window and its country rocks, the only area of the Eastern
Alps where the orogenic wedge, from its uppermost Austroalpine nappes down to
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its deepest European basement nappes is continuously exposed. We summarize and
discuss the long-standing controversy on the mechanisms of exhumation of this
nappe stack on the base of a synthesis of structural and geochronological data, and
restorations of collisional displacements, both in cross sections and map views. We
conclude that the large amounts of exhumation assessed for the western Eastern
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Alps resulted from large amounts of thickening and erosion, not observed in the
eastern part of the Eastern Alps. Extensional faults, laterally bounding the area of
major thickening and exhumation are inferred to nucleate in order to accommodate
displacement around the indenter corner in the west, and in order to reduce a large

NU

gradient of crustal thickness and surface elevation in the East.

Restorations to the pre-indentation stage, document an amount of northward

MA

increasing orogen-parallel extension, varying 45 km to 85 km, corresponding to 15
% of extension, that is partly accommodated along normal faults. N-S shortening

ED

between the Northern Calcareous Alps and the Dolomites Indenter attained 75 km

PT

in the west and decreased to 30 km in the east. 55 km out of these 75 were
accommodated in the area of the Tauern Window. Our kinematic model shows that

CE

lateral extrusion accommodated along conjugate strike-slip faults requires large

AC

amounts of north-south shortening in the western part of the Eastern Alps. Such
shortening is consistent with the reconstructed upright folding and erosion of the
Tauern Window, thus explaining the largest amount of its exhumation. In contrast,
the eastern termination of the Eastern Alps represents an area where collisional
convergence was barely accommodated by crustal thickening. This transition from a
highly shortened, thickened and exhumed wedge in the west, mainly affected by
orogen-perpendicular displacements, to a barely shortened and exhumed wedge in
the east, mainly charcterised by orogen-parallel displacements, spatially coincides
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with a change in the deep structure of the European slab. Indeed, the inferred
continental, European Slab, imaged in the west disappears into a low velocity
anomaly, where no slab is detected in the east. An inherited step in the geometry in
map view of the European passive margin, causing its crust to enter the subduction
zone earlier than the area east of the Tauern Window, may explain the rapid
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decrease of shortening, of thickening, the different syn-collisional P-T gradients, and
the disappearance of the continental slab east of the Katschberg Fault.
I. Introduction

NU

Exhumation of basement units within the thickened lower plate of orogens
generally occurs close to the plates interface, during advanced stages of collision

MA

(e.g., Eastern Alps: Brügel et al., 2003; Pyrenees: Muñoz, 1992; Taiwan: Beyssac et
al., 2007; Zagros: Vergès et al. 2011). This process is generally associated to the

ED

formation of basement-rooted thrusts that create large antiformal structures, whose

PT

uplift and erosion allow for their exhumation. However, orogen-parallel extension
affects the collisional stage of numerous orogens (Carpathians: Schmid et al., 1998;

CE

Central Coast Mountains, Canada: Klepeis and Crawford, 1999; Tibet: Cooper et al.,

AC

2015; Johnson, 2002; Molnar and Tapponnier, 1975; Himalaya: Xu et al., 2013;
Taiwan: Mouthereau et al., 2009), including the Alps (e.g., Steck; 1980; Mancktelow,
1985; Selverstone, 1988; Behrmann, 1988; Ratschbacher et al., 1989), and in
particular their eastern termination, where collision is inferred to have induced
lateral extrusion of the orogenic wedge (Ratschbacher et al., 1991a). Hence, both
vertical extension by crustal thickening and orogen-parallel extension commonly
contribute to the accommodation of collisional convergence in these orogens.
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Because the first is generally associated to erosion and the second to the activity of
normal faults, both processes contribute to exhumation of deep-seated crust.
The ratio between vertical thickening and orogen-parallel extension is a
matter of debate in most orogens, in particular in the Alps (e.g., Linzer et al., 2002;
Rosenberg et al., 2007), and in the Himalaya/Tibet (e.g., Houseman and England,
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1993; Johnson, 2002). The relative contribution of each of these processes to the
accommodation of convergence is fundamental for the understanding of the
mechanisms of exhumation, for the reconstruction of paleogeography, and for the
estimate of erosion rates and sediment flux to the foreland basins (Kuhlemann et al.,
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2001, 2002).
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Fig. 1. Topographic map of the Eastern Alps and cross section along 47° latitude, showing
both surface topography and Moho depth. BF: Brenner Fault; KF: Katschberg Fault. Moho

AC

depth (gray circles) is taken from Spada et al. (2013).

In the Eastern Alps (Fig. 1), collisional exhumation is essentially localized

within one area, the Tauern Window (Figs. 2, 3), a metamorphic dome exposing the
lowest units of the orogenic wedge in its core. With the exception of the smaller
Rechnitz-Eisenberg windows at the boundary between the Alps and the Pannonian
Basin (Fig. 2), everywhere else in the Eastern Alps, the uppermost units of the
Alpine nappe stack, namely the Austroalpine, are exposed (Fig. 2). This style of
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localised exhumation is not observed in the Western and Central Alps, where the
deepest parts of the collisional wedge, i.e. the European and/or Briançonnais
basement nappes, are exposed at the surface nearly continuously along the strike of
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the chain (e.g., Bigi et al., 1990; Bousquet et al., 2012).

Fig. 2. Tectonic maps of the Eastern Alps. Simplified and modified from Bigi et al. (1990)

CE

and Bousquet et al. (2012). Stippled black lines and italic numbers: Moho contour lines with
corresponding depth in km, after Spada et al. (2013). Stippled lines: boundary zone

AC

between Adriatic and European Moho, where the depth of the Moho is not resolved (Spada
et al., 2013). Faults marked in red represent the major Cenozoic faults north of the SouthAlpine Indenters. EW: Engadine Window; RW: Rechnitz Window; TW: Tauern Window; FB:
Fohnsdorf Basin; LB: Lavanttal Basin; TB: Tamsweg Basin; BF: Brenner Fault; DAV:
Defereggen-Antholz-Vals Fault; HF: Hochstuhl Fault; GFS: Giudicarie Fault System; IF: Inntal
Fault; ITF: Iseltal Fault; KF: Katschberg Fault; MF: Mölltal Fault; MMF: Mur-Mürz Fault; NF:
Niedere Tauern Southern Fault; PF: Periadriatic Fault; PLF: Palten-Liesing Fault; PöLF: PölsLavanttal Fault; SEMP: Salzach-Enns-Mariazell-Puchberg Fault; ZWD: ZwischenbergenWöllatratten-Drau Fault.
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Fig. 3. Tectonic and structural maps of the Tauern Window. a) Tectonic map of the Tauern
Window and surrounding areas, showing the trace of the major fold axial planes and shear
zones, and the major nappe contacts following Schmid et al. (2013). BP: Brenner Pass.

CE

Tectonic map modified from Schmid et al., 2013 and Bigi et al., 1990. Stippled black line at
the western termination of Tauern Window is the trace of sections in Fig. 11. Stippled black

AC

line at the eastern margin of Tauern Window is the trace of section of Fig. 14. b) Tectonic
map of the Tauern Window and surrounding areas, showing the trace of main foliation in
map view. Foliations compiled from Exner (1956, 1962, 1964, 1980, 1983, 1991, 1996);
Frank and Pestal (2008); Scharf et al. (2013a) and Schneider (2014).

This style of exhumation is still a matter of debate. Historically, exhumation
was considered to result exclusively from folding and erosion (Termier, 1903; Dal
Piaz, 1934; Cornelius, 1940; Roeder, 1989), because the first attempts to understand
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the structure of the Eastern Alps were based on the construction of cross sections
perpendicular to the strike of the orogen, showing that the Tauern Window
coincided with a large antiformal structure eroded in its core (Fig. 4). However, at
the end of the ‘80ies, after the concept of extensional core complex (e.g., Armstrong,
1982; Lister and Davis, 1989) became popular, the western margin of the Tauern
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Window was recognized as a syn-collisional Oligo-Miocene, top-to-the-West, lowangle normal fault (Brenner Fault, Behrmann, 1988; Selverstone, 1988). Cross
sections constructed parallel to the orogen (Selverstone, 1988) showed the
omission of several Austroalpine nappes along the Brenner Fault, suggesting that

NU

large extensional displacements had taken place and contributed to the exhumation
of the dome during collision. A similar structure was recognized at the eastern

MA

termination of the dome (Genser and Neubauer, 1989), leading to the idea that the
entire Tauern Window was an extensional core complex (Frisch et al., 2000). The

ED

following 15 years of research brought more details on the age difference between

PT

footwall and hangingwall (Fügenschuh et al., 1997), on the mechanisms of
extensional unroofing (Axen et al., 1995; Selverstone et al., 1995; Wawrzyniec et al.,

CE

2001), and on the amount of extension accommodated by the Brenner Fault (Axen

AC

et al., 1995; Fügenschuh et al., 1997). At the same time, new geodynamic models of
collision in the Eastern Alps (Ratschbacher et al., 1991a, b; Linzer et al., 2002;
Sperner et al., 2002) gave a rational geodynamic frame to explain large amounts of
orogen-parallel extension during collision. Two major geodynamic processes were
inferred to trigger orogen-parallel extension in the Eastern Alps: subduction-roll
back, below the Carpathians (Royden et al., 1982), and lateral extrusion, i.e., the
combined effect of gravity collapse and lateral escape of material from the thickened
orogenic wedge (Fig. 2).
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This largely accepted view of shortening accommodated by orogen-parallel
flow was questioned (Rosenberg et al., 2004) after the interpretations of a seismic
section through the Eastern Alps (TRANSALP, Fig. 4; Gebrande et al., 2002; Schmid et
al., 2004; Castellarin et al., 2006; Lammerer et al., 2011; Rosenberg et al., 2015)
corroborated previous sections (Fig. 4) showing that significant folding, in the
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footwall of the Brenner Fault, was associated with crustal-scale thickening and not
with thinning. Hence, new interpretations suggested that exhumation of the Tauern
Window occurred mainly by folding and erosion (Rosenberg et al., 2004; 2007;
Glodny et al., 2008; Rosenberg and Garcia, 2011; 2012; Schneider et al., 2015).

NU

Nonetheless, the debate remains open and extensional unroofing is still claimed to
be a major mechanism of exhumation (Wölfler et al., 2011; Fügenschuh et al., 2012;

MA

Scharf et al., 2013a).

Much of the controversy stems from the fact that the Tauern Window

ED

consists of two major post-nappe structures: upright folds of high amplitude

PT

forming the dome and accommodating north-south shortening, and normal faults,
forming the lateral boundaries of the dome, accommodating orogen-parallel

CE

extension. It is a major aim of this paper to discuss these structures in more detail

AC

and to assess to which degree they both contributed to the exhumation of the
Tauern Window.

New data on tectonics (Scharf et al., 2013a; Schmid et al., 2013; Bertrand et

al., 2015; Schneider et al., 2015; Favaro et al., 2017), deep structure (Behm et al.,
2007; Brückl et al., 2007, 2010; Mitterbauer et al., 2011; Spada et al., 2013; Qorbani
et al., 2015; Zhao et al., 2016), Barrovian metamorphism (Scharf et al., 2013b;
Schneider et al., 2014; Cliff et al., 2015; Favaro et al., 2015), geochronology (Glodny
et al., 2008; Wölfler et al., 2008; Nagel et al., 2013; Schneider et al., 2013, 2015;
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Bertrand et al., 2015; Cliff et al., 2015; Favaro et al., 2015; Scharf et al., 2016,
Heberer et al., 2017), and geodynamics (Wölfler et al., 2011; Luth et al., 2013;
Favaro et al., 2017; van Gelder et al., 2017) of the Eastern Alps have been published
recently. The aim of the present paper is to give an overview, based on these and
older works, on the links between kinematics and exhumation during collision in
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the Eastern Alps, and to discuss first, why the lower part of the orogenic wedge is
only exposed within a single area of limited extent (Tauern Window; Fig. 2), and
second, which mechanisms drove syn-collisional exhumation of lower-plate
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MA

NU

fragments in the same area.
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Fig. 4. Orogen-scale sections of the Eastern Alps, striking across the western Tauern
Window. Note that from the 1970’s onwards, all sections depict stacking and folding of
European crust creating an antiformal structure that thickens the crust by 20 to > 50 km
below the Tauern Window.
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II. Geological Setting
In this paper the Eastern Alps are defined as the area delimited by the
Brenner Fault in the west, the Styrian Basin in the east, the Molasse Basin in the
north, and the Southern Alps in the south (Fig. 1). Throughout this paper, we will

NU

define collision as the process accommodating convergence by shortening of the
European and/or Adriatic continental plates, following a phase of nappe stacking

MA

during limited subduction of the distal European margin. Collision is inferred to be
associated with the development of the Molasse basins in the foreland and with an

ED

increasing geothermal gradient, culminating in the Barrovian metamorphism
recorded in the thickened orogenic wedge. Collision is still ongoing today (e.g.,

PT

D’Agostino et al., 2005), and it is inferred to have started during the Early Oligocene

CE

based on the stratigraphy of the North- Alpine Foreland Basin (Sissingh, 2006). As a
consequence, we define collisional exhumation as a process, taking place from the

AC

Early Oligocene to the present.
The eastern part of the Southern Alps (Fig. 1) that is bounded in the west by

the sinistral Giudicarie Fault System forms the Dolomites Indenter (Fig. 2). The term
indentation will be used to describe shortening accommodated north of the
Periadriatic Fault that is inferred to be kinematically linked to sinistral
displacements along the Giudicarie Fault System. Hence, irrespective of the
significant amount of shortening taking place within the Southern Alps (Doglioni,
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1987; Schönborn, 1999; Nussbaum, 2000), indentation expresses that part of
collisional shortening due to the differential northward displacement of the
Dolomites Indenter (Fig. 1). Below, we give an overview of the collision history of
the

Eastern

Alps,

based

on

geophysical,

geological,

petrological

and
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geochronological data,

II.1. Geophysical data

The actual depth of the European and Adriatic Moho along their interface cannot yet
be imaged precisely because a data gap still exists (Fig. 2; Behm et al., 2007; Spada

NU

et al., 2013). However, contour lines of the Moho depth (Fig. 2) and previous studies
(Polino et al., 1990; Nicolich and Dal Piaz, 1991; Waldhauser et al., 2002; Castellarin

MA

et al., 2006; Behm et al., 2007; Brückl et al., 2010; Spada et al., 2013) in the western
Tauern Window suggest that the European plate dips southward attaining

ED

>50 km depth under the Periadriatic Fault, whereas the Moho of the Adriatic plate,

PT

dips northward attaining ~44 km below the Periadriatic Fault. We therefore define
them respectively, as lower and upper plates, when discussing the collisional history

CE

of the Eastern Alps. This interpretation is consistent with teleseismic tomography

AC

(Mitterbauer et al., 2011) imaging a deep slab attached to the European plate
throughout the Central Alps, and up to 14° longitude in the Eastern Alps, i.e. all
along the area of the Tauern Window. The strike and depth of the Moho east of the
Tauern Window rotate into different orientations. The European Moho turns into a
NW-SE strike and the Adriatic one into a NE-SW strike (Fig. 2) and both Mohos
appear to meet at the same depth in the Styrian Basin (Fig. 2).
Based on reflection-seismic sections and P-wave tomography different
interpretations of the deep structure of this area exist. One model considers the
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Adriatic plate to be in an upper plate position with respect to the European Plate all
along the central and western part of the Eastern Alps (Kummerow et al., 2004;
Behm et al., 2007; Brückl et al., 2010; Mitterbauer et al., 2011). Only east of the
Tauern Window the Adriatic plate turns into a lower plate position, where it
subducts eastward forming the Dinaric Chain (Doglioni and Carminati, 2002). Other
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interpretations (e.g., Schmid et al., 2013), based on previous results of P-wave
tomography (Lippitsch et al., 2003), favor a change of slab-dip direction below the
Tauern Window, after 30 Ma (Handy et al., 2014). This change was made possible by
the inferred breakoff of the European slab below the Eastern Alps (Qorbani et al.,

NU

2015). However, tomographic profiles through the ALPASS model (Mitterbauer et
al., 2011) suggest that slab detachment only occurs east of 14° longitude, i.e. east of

MA

the Tauern Window (Fig. 2). A third group of models suggests the existence of a
“Pannonian Plate” wedging out to the West, at the southeastern margin of the

ED

Tauern Window (Behm et al., 2007; Brückl et al., 2010; Mitterbauer et al., 2011).

PT

The latter plate would be in an upper plate position with respect to both the Adriatic
and the European plates.

CE

The area of the Tauern Window (Fig. 2) is located above a positive mantle-

AC

velocity anomaly (Lippitsch et al., 2003; Piromallo and Morelli, 2003; Koulakov et
al., 2009; Mitterbauer et al., 2011; Zhao et al., 2016) that continues subvertically to
at least 250 km depth (Mitterbauer et al., 2011). This anomaly appears to be
laterally continuous with the one striking below the Central Alps, further west, and
it is interpreted as European Slab by some authors (Mitterbauer et al., 2011), but as
Adriatic (Lippitsch et al., 2003; Schmid et al., 2004; Handy et al. 2015) and Dinaric
(Zhao et al., 2016) by others.
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II.2. Tectono-stratigraphic architecture of the Eastern Alps
Since the analogy between “Bündnerschiefer” in the Tauern Window and
“Schistes Lustrés” in the Western Alps was recognized (Studer, 1851; Termier,
1903), the nappe concept was extended to the Eastern Alps, whose crustal structure
was shown to consist of a pile of metamorphic nappes (Termier, 1903) that are all
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exposed within the Tauern Window and its surroundings (Figs. 2; 3a; Thiele, 1980).
There, an elongate core of European (Thiele, 1980; Lammerer and Weger, 1998;
Neubauer et al., 1999; Veselá et al., 2008) basement nappes with thin relics of its
inferred Helvetic-type (Thiele, 1970, 1976, Frisch, 1974, Oehlke et al., 1993, Veselá

NU

et al., 2008), Mesozoic cover strikes parallel to the central axis of the Window (Figs.
2; 3a). This basement is enveloped first by the Glockner nappes (Fig. 3a), inferred to

MA

be relicts of the Piemont-Ligurian-ocean (Dal Piaz et al., 2003), or from the Valais
Ocean (Bigi et al., 1990; Schmid et al., 2004; 2013) and then by nappes of the

ED

“Matreier Zone” inferred to be a relict of the Liguro-Piemont Ocean (Schmid et al.,

PT

2013). These three units are overlain by the Austroalpine nappes, which, are
derived from the Adriatic continent and formed the upper plate of the Cenozoic

CE

Alpine Orogen during oceanic subduction. For a synthesis and detailed correlation

AC

between the nappes throughout the Eastern Alps, in addition to an interpretation of
their paleogeographic origin, see Schmid et al. (2013).
The Austroalpine units, except for a small area southwest of the Tauern

Window, show everywhere Cretaceous cooling ages, for geochronometers with
closure temperatures ≥ 300 °C (Luth and Willingshofer, 2008). In contrast OligoMiocene cooling ages are found everywhere within the Tauern Window. Figure 5
shows that even zircon fission track ages are almost entirely Cretaceous around the
Tauern Window. Consequently, the Eastern Alps may be viewed as a pile of nappes
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overlain by a large (Austroalpine) orogenic lid (Laubscher, 1983) that was lingering
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in the brittle field since the late Cretaceous.
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Fig. 5. Compiled cooling ages, derived from fission track analyses on a) zircons and b)
apatites. Note that the colour table in a) and b) is different. BF: Brenner Fault; GFS:
Giudicarie Fault System; KF: Katschberg Fault; PF: Periadriatic Fault; SEMP: Salzach-

ED

Ennstal-Mariazell-Puchberg Fault. Ho: Hochalm Dome. Data source: Bertrand et al. (2017);
Coyle et al., 1994; Dunkl and Demeny 1997; Dunkl et al., 2003; Elias, 1998; Di Fiore, 2013;

PT

Flisch et al., 1986; Fodor et al., 2008; Foeken et al., 2007; Fügenschuh et al., 1997;
Grundmann and Morteani, 1985; Hejl, 1997; Martin et al., 1998; Most, 2003; Neubauer et al

CE

1995; Pomella et al., 2010, 2012; Staufenberg, 1987; Steenken et al., 2002; Stöckli &
Fügenschuh, 1995; Stöckhert et al., 1999; van Gelder, 2017; Viola et al., 2001; Viola et al.,
2003; Wölfler et al., 2008; Wölfler et al., 2012; Wölfler et al., 2015; Wölfler et al., 2016;

AC

Zattin et al, 2006. The choice of age classes of the interpolated maps is based on the analysis
of the distribution histograms of apatite and zircon fission track ages. Interpolation of
fission track ages was performed using the natural neighbor algorithm provided by ESRIArcMap10tm GIS Software.

The complete structure of the East-Alpine orogen was first depicted by
Termier (1903; Fig. 4), clearly showing orogen-scale thrusting of the Austroalpine
units over the Glockner nappes and an antiformal, large-scale structure
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corresponding to the Tauern Window. Detailed mapping and careful constructions
of serial sections (Bianchi, 1934; Dal Piaz, 1934). These studies served as a base for
numerous, later constructions of orogen-scale cross sections through the Eastern
Alps (Fig. 4) which integrated the results of seismic interpretation after the late
80’ies (Fig. 4; Cornelius, 1940; Prey, 1980; Lammerer, 1988; Roeder, 1989; Polino et
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al., 1990; Lammerer and Weger, 1998; Transalp Working Group, 2002; Schmid et al.,
2004; Castellarin et al., 2006; Lammerer et al., 2011; Rosenberg et al., 2015).
In spite of widespread evidence for Neogene north-south-directed shortening
in the Southern Alps (Castellarin and Vai, 1981; Doglioni, 1987; Doglioni and

NU

Bosellini, 1988), attaining an amount of ~50 km (Schönborn, 1999; Nussbaum,
2000), and GPS data pointing to on-going internal shortening (D’Agostino et al.

MA

2005; Doglioni et al., 2007; Cuffaro et al., 2010; Métois et al., 2015), the latter area
has been classically modeled as an indenter (Ratschbacher et al., 1991a; Rosenberg

ED

et al., 2004, 2007; Robl and Stüwe, 2005; Caporali et al., 2013; van Gelder et al.,

PT

2017). Since the first half of the 20th century, collisional structures in the thickened
lower plate of the Eastern Alps were set in relationship to the approximately

CE

northward movement of the Dolomites Indenter (Fig. 2; e.g., Cornelius, 1940; Frisch

AC

et al., 2000). This interpretation relies on the following observations: 1) The
orientation of main foliations and folds of the accreted lower plate, become parallel
to the margin of the Dolomites Indenter in its vicinity, rotating by ~50° around its
corner (Schneider, 2014; Fig. 3). 2) Large amounts of exhumation took place in front
of the indenter, which was not affected by significant exhumation itself. 3)
Collisional shortening in the Austroalpine units is very modest west of the
Dolomites Indenter, where large-scale structures are not folded and gently dipping
(Prey, 1977), but very intense north of the indenter, where the Austroalpine units
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are tightly folded with steep axial planes striking sub-parallel to the indenter
margin.
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II.3. Structure and fabrics in the Tauern Window

Fig. 6. Cross sections through the Eastern Alps, modified from Rosenberg et al. (2015).
Traces of sections are shown in Fig. 2. The question marks correspond to stippled area of
figure for which Moho depth cannot be defined (Spada et al., 2013).

The structure of the Tauern Window and its country rocks is shown by three
orogenic-scale cross-sections in figure 6 (Rosenberg et al., 2015). The cross section
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of the eastern Tauern Window (Fig. 6b) shows the European basement thickened by
an antiformal stack located between the Periadriatic Fault in the south and the
Salzach-Ennstal-Mariazell-Puchberg (SEMP) Fault in the north. This stack doubles
the thickness of the European basement compared to its original thickness below
the northern foreland basin. Therefore, the top of the European basement nappes
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was uplifted by 15-20 km along the SEMP Fault (Fig. 6c), compared to its position
further north. East of the Tauern Window (Fig. 6a), both the thickness of the
European nappe stack and the amplitude of its upright folds are smaller than within
the window. In contrast to the Central Alps, where the mylonitic belt of the

NU

Periadriatic Fault System localised a large, diferrential vertical displacement
exhuming the European basement nappes, this differential, vertical displacement,

MA

leading to exhumation of the European nappes less localized in the Eastern Alps,
and it only takes place in the Tauern Window, some 10’s of km north of the

ED

Periadriatic Fault (Fig. 6).

PT

Three nappes derived from the European basement, termed from top to
bottom Zillertal-, Tuxer-, Ahorn nappes in the west and Göss-, Hochalm-

CE

Romate/Sonnblick/Storz in the east underly a fourth nappe of metamorphic

AC

Paleozoic and Mesozoic sediments (Schmid et al., 2013), and this entire pile forms a
duplex structure (Lammerer and Weger, 1998) termed the Venediger Duplex
(Schmid et al., 2013). It forms an antiformal stack in the west and a foreland dipping
duplex in the east, that are further shortened into large-scale upright folds (D5 of
Schmid et al., 2013; Fig. 6). These nappes are inferred to form during Early Cenozoic
top-to-the-North syn-collisional thrusting (e.g., Schmid et al., 2013).
The amplitude of the latter antiformal stack (Fig. 6c) is unique for the entire
Alpine chain (compare Fig. 6c with other Alpine cross sections in Schmid et al., 2004
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and Rosenberg and Kissling, 2013), and for most other collisional orogens. Other
areas in the Alps where such large and thickened basement domes exist (e.g., Monte
Rosa nappes), do not consist of European, but rather Briançonnais-derived units.
Map-scale observations and cross-section interpretations, suggest that this
antiformal stack largely disappears to the west (Rosenberg and Kissling, 2013) and
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to the east (Schmid et al., 2004; cross section of their Fig. 4e) of the Tauern Window.
The structural grain of the Tauern Window is dominated by upright folds and transcurrent shear zones (Fig. 3), both striking sub-parallel to the long axis of the
window (Glodny et al., 2008; Rosenberg and Schneider, 2008), and by two

NU

extensional fault systems, striking perpendicular to the window and defining its
eastern and western boundaries (Figs. 1, 2 and 3). The eastern normal fault is

MA

termed the Katschberg Fault (Genser and Neubauer, 1989; Scharf et al., 2013a), the
western one is the Brenner Fault (Behrmann, 1988; Selverstone, 1988), and both of

ED

them are associated to mylonitic belts attaining a maximum of ~4-5 km thickness

PT

(Scharf et al., 2013a). The upright folds strike ENE in the west, and ESE in the east,
defining two sub-domes, that we term western and eastern sub-domes, respectively

CE

(Fig. 2). The gradual, along-strike transition from the ENE to the WSW orientation, is

AC

also visible in the arcuate morphology of the Tauern topography (Fig. 7a). The
amplitude of upright folds in the western Tauern Window attains several tens of km
in map view (Fig. 3a), and some 10 to more than 25 km in cross section (Fig. 6).
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Fig. 7. Field photographs. a) Arcuate topography of the Tauern Window, reflecting the
progressive transition from the ENE-striking foliations in the western sub-dome to the
WNW-striking ones in the eastern sub-dome. View to the east. b) Pflersch Valley (South

ED

Tyrol/Italy). Subhorizontal Triassic Dolomites overlying the Austroalpine, Ötztal Basement,
in the hangingwall of the Brenner Fault System. The flat-lying geometry of the Mesozoic

PT

cover is representative for the largely undeformed hangingwall of the Brenner Fault
System. c) Upright folds in the western sub-dome of the Tauern Window. Inneres Elskar,

CE

Ziller Valley (Austria). Black line marks the folded contact of the Zentral Gneiss (Venediger
Duplex) and its Mesozoic cover (above) in the northernmost limb of the dome. ZG: Zentral
Gneiss; T: Triassic quartzite; J: Jurassic limestone; Fold axial planes strike ENE and dip sub-

AC

vertically. Dark layer above the black line is a Triassic quartzite, followed by Jurassic
carbonates above. Note that the same outcrops are sketched in Sander (1911; his Fig. 2). d)
Brenner Fault System; view to the north. West dipping mylonites of the Brenner Fault crop
out in the frontal part of the photograph. The contact between the hangingwall
(Austroalpine Steinacher nappe) and the footwall (mylonitic Matreier Zone) is marked on
the western flank of the Valley (Wipp Valley) by white line. E-W striking crests in the back
of the picture are the North Calcareous Alps (Austroalpine cover).
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Overprinting structural and metamorphic relationships on the outcrop and
map-scales, suggest that both the upright folds, and the extensional faults along the
lateral terminations of the window, represent the youngest tectonic event
(Behrmann, 1988; Selverstone, 1988), following a sequence of deformation phases
that started with subduction of oceanic domains. Nappe stacking first affected these
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oceanic units in the Late Cretaceous, and later the European basement units, in the
Eo-Oligocene (Schmid et al., 2013). Several authors consider that the Oligocene
dykes within the Austroalpine and Glockner nappes of the Western Tauern Window
were emplaced in an already upright-folded nappe stack (Scolari & Zirpoli, 1972;

NU

Dal Piaz et al. 1988; Bistacchi et al. 2004; Schiavo et al. 2014).

The western Tauern Window consists of large-scale, tight upright folds,

MA

folding the Venediger, Zillertal and Tuxer basement nappes (Fig. 3a) and the early
Alpine S1 foliation (Selverstone, 1988; Axen et al., 1995; Bistacchi et al., 2004;

ED

2007). These folds strike ENE, and are sub-parallel to sinistral shear zones (Figs. 2

PT

and 3; Rosenberg and Schneider, 2008; Schneider, 2014). Overprinting
relationships, point to coeval folding and sinistral shearing (Rosenberg and

CE

Schneider, 2008; Schneider, 2014), as shown by the frequent occurrence of an axial

AC

plane schistosity (S2) of upright folds consisting of sinistral mylonites (Fig. 8;
Rosenberg and Schneider, 2008; Schneider, 2014).
Both sinistral shear zones and upright folds continue southwest of the

Tauern Window, into Upper Austroalpine rocks (Fig. 3a; Schneider, 2014), rotating
into parallelism with the western margin of the Dolomites Indenter. To the east,
these structures crosscut the western Tauern sub-dome and turn into parallelism
with the SEMP Fault (Fig. 3a). Therefore, a kinematic link between the western
border of the Dolomites Indenter, and the sinistral SEMP Fault seems to be
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maintained across the western sub-dome of the Tauern Window (Rosenberg and
Schneider, 2008; Schneider, 2014; Fig. 2). From a geodynamic perspective, this
structural and kinematic continuity relates South-Alpine indentation and East-
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Alpine lateral extrusion along the SEMP fault.

PT

Fig. 8. Schematic block diagram, showing the relationship between the orientation of the
Tauern sub-domes and faults, and the orientation (red inset) of stretching lineations,
foliations, and axial planes in the western Tauern Window. AP1 represents the axial plane of

CE

the first phase of folding associated with nappe formation. AP2 represents the second phase

AC

of folding associated with doming and exhumation of the Tauern Window.

The structural grain of the eastern Tauern Window differs from that of the

western Tauern sub-dome. As shown in figure 3b, the main foliation (S1) in most of
the eastern sub-dome is gently dipping, and only along the southern and northern
margins it steepens forming a large-scale box-type fold (Schmid et al., 2013, their
cross section 8). Strike-slip shear zones and their associated mylonitic fabrics only
occur along the margins of the eastern Tauern sub-dome (Fig. 3a). In contrast to the
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western Tauern sub-dome, the foliation is always a folded Early Alpine foliation
(composite foliation S1 + S2 of Kurz et al., 1996), formed during nappe-stacking, and
axial plane foliations associated to the upright folds are absent (Scharf et al., 2013a;
Schneider, 2014).
Stretching lineations in the western Tauern sub-dome are subhorizontal and
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oriented ENE (Selverstone, 1988; Behrmann, 1988; Axen et al., 1995; Schneider,
2014), sub-parallel to the stretching lineations of the Brenner Mylonitic Belt and
sub-parallel to the fold axes of the upright folds (Fig. 8), irrespective of the
orientation of the foliation plane (Fig. 8; Schneider, 2014). Only within the central

NU

part of the Tauern Window stretching lineations are oriented north-south (Fig. 8),
and inferred to be parallel to the direction of thrusting of the basement nappes, as

MA

also inferred from cut-off points of these thrust planes (Behrmann, 1990). With the
exception of the areas overprinted by sinistral shear zones, the main, folded

ED

foliation, containing ENE-oriented stretching lineations in the west and north-south-

PT

oriented stretching lineations in the central Tauern Window is the same foliation
inferred to have formed during north-directed nappe-stacking (Fig. 8; Rosenberg

CE

and Schneider, 2008, for review). Therefore, these foliations were inferred to be

AC

reactivated and stretched parallel to the ESE-striking fold axes during upright
folding, hence, doming of the Tauern Window (Schneider, 2014). Synkinematic grain
growth associated with top-to-the-west sense of shear along the Brenner Fault,
indicates that ductile, extensional deformation initiated before the attainment of the
peak of metamorphism (Selverstone and Spear, 1985; Selverstone, 1988).
In the eastern Tauern sub-dome stretching lineations are oriented parallel to
the axis of the sub-dome only within the mylonitic belt of the Katschberg Fault and
along the northern and southern margins of the sub-dome. In the central part of the
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dome north-south oriented stretching lineations are dominant (Fig. 8), and they are
inferred to pre-date orogen-parallel stretching along the Katschberg Fault (Kurz et
al., 1996; Scharf et al. 2013a).
Based on a series of seven cross-sections perpendicular to the main
structures of the Tauern Window (Schmid et al., 2013, their figure 3), we plotted in
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map view and interpolated the height of a reference marker, arbitrarily chosen to be
the base of the Austroalpine Steinacher nappe, thus showing iso-height contours of
this marker (Fig. 9b). This construction allows us to define the hinge line of the
entire dome structure, and to visualize the progressive, along-strike change of dome

NU

geometry. The ENE-striking, tight antiform of high amplitude in the west and the
ESE-striking antiform of large wavelength in the east (Fig. 9b) define the two domes,

MA

described above, striking at ~45° to each other (Fig. 9b). The direction of
metamorphic iso-T contour lines (Fig. 9a) also swings from ENE in the western sub-

ED

dome to ESE in the eastern sub-dome, hence, they are subparallel to the axial plane
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of the dome.
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Fig. 9. Relationship between temperature distribution and dome geometry in the Tauern
Window. a) Iso-temperature contours of Barrovian metamorphism in the Tauern Window.
Compiled from Hörnes and Friedrichsen (1974) and Scharf et al. (2013b). Black numbers
indicate metamorphic temperature. The 300°C iso-T contour is drawn along the inferred
boundary between Rb/Sr biotite ages reset in the Tertiary and those that have pre-Alpine
ages (Borsi et al., 1978). Red lines: major Cenozoic faults. Thin black lines: major tectonic
contacts and intrusive bodies. Black stippled lines: traces of sections of figure 14. Note the
sub-parallel orientation of the hinge of the dome (dark red) and the Temperature contour
lines. b) Inferred iso-height contours (blue lines and associated blue numbers
corresponding to km a.s.l.) of the top of the Steinacher nappe, i.e. the structurally highest
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Austroalpine nappe exposed in the hanging-wall of the Brenner Fault System. Height points
are taken from cross sections in Schmid et al. (2013), assuming nappe thicknesses as in
Figure 12a. End points of cross sections from figure 4 of Schmid et al. (2013) are shown.
Thick red lines correspond to the hinge of the Tauern Dome defined on the base of the blue
contour lines. Black numbers indicate the reconstructed elevation of the top Austroalpine in
km a.s.l.
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The northern limb of the Tauern Dome continues down to ~12 km depth,
where it is thrust above the south-dipping European basement (Figs. 4 and 6; Prey,
1980; Lammerer and Weger, 1998; Schmid et al., 2004; Ortner et al., 2006;
Lammerer et al., 2008, 2011). Within a horizontal distance of only ~10 km the top of

NU

the European Basement climbs from 12 km depth north of the SEMP Fault (Fig. 6)
to 10-15 km above sea-level south of the SEMP Fault (Fig. 6), where it attains the

MA

hinge of the Tauern Dome (Fig. 6). This change of structural level along the northern
boundary of the European antiformal stack (the SEMP Fault), points to the existence

ED

of an orogen-scale shear zone that accommodated south-side-up displacements. In

PT

spite of differences in the geometries depicted in cross sections performed by
different authors, all interpretations show this large differential uplift of the top of

CE

the European basement at the northern margin of the Tauern Window, due to

AC

thickening of the nappe stack below the window (Fig. 4; Hawkesworth et al., 1975;
Prey, 1980; Lammerer, 1988; Polino et al., 1990; Schmid et al., 2004, 2013;
Lammerer et al., 2011). Part of this south-side-up displacement coincides with the
Ahorn Shear Zone (Fig. 3a; Cole et al., 2007; Rosenberg and Schneider, 2008), a 50
km long and 2 km thick sinistral shear zone, in which south-side-up kinematic
indicators were described. Even though the outcrop-scale structures show that
stretching lineations along the northern limit of the Tauern Window are subhorizontal (Cole et al., 2007; Rosenberg and Schneider, 2008; Schneider, 2014), a
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remarkable, vertical displacement was accommodated along this area, as testified
by the steep gradients of metamorphism (Fig. 9a) and of cooling ages (Fig. 5), in
addition

to

cross-sectional

evidence.

This

discrepancy

between

vertical

displacement and orientation of the X-axis of the finite deformation ellipsoid is
common in transpressional shear zones (Tikoff and Teyssier, 1994).
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Along-strike changes in the amplitude of the Tauern dome are the expression
of an overall eastward decrease of north-south shortening (Schmid et al., 2013;
Rosenberg et al., 2015; Bertrand et al., 2017). In spite of many simplifications and
assumptions, first attempts to quantify such amounts of shortening indicate that the

NU

eastern sub-dome is affected only by about half of the shortening that was
accommodated in the western sub-dome, and even less in the central part of Tauern

MA

Window (Schmid et al., 2013; Rosenberg et al., 2015). Balancing the line-length of
the base of the Austroalpine units along several cross sections, points to an along-

ED

strike change in the amount of shortening accommodated by the sub-domes from

PT

~60 km in the west to 38 km in the east of the Tauern Window (Rosenberg et al.,
2015), if the antiformal structure is inferred to affect all units down to the top of the

CE

“undeformed” European basement, i.e., down to ~30 km depth (Figs. 4; 6a; e.g.,
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Polino et al. 1990; Schmid et al., 2004; Castellarin et al 2006). Previous estimates of
shortening, performed in the same way, but calculating the line length down to 5 or
10 km below the sea level only, are smaller (31-32 km for the western sub-dome
and less for the eastern sub-dome; Schmid et al., 2013).

II.4. Alpine metamorphism
The Alpine metamorphic history of the Tauern Window started with an Early
Cenozoic high-pressure event, well recorded within a thin sliver of high-pressure
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rocks located at the top of the European basement nappes (Bianchi, 1934; Dal Piaz
(1934; Oberhänsli et al., 2004), in the lower portion of the Matreier Zone (LiguroPiemont-derived Unit; Figs. 2 and 3a) and in some parts of the Glockner nappes (see
Schmid et al., 2013). The age of high-pressure metamorphism is inferred to be 44-37
Ma based on different

40Ar/39Ar

plateau ages of (1) high-Si phengites in phyllites
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and cherts with abundant high Si-phengites (44-37 Ma, Dingeldey et al., 1997) from
the Reckner and Hippold nappes, of (2) high-pressure Na-amphibole and phengite
(42-39 Ma, Ratschbacher et al., 2004) from the Eclogite Zone, and of (3) phengites
(39-38 Ma, Kurz et al., 2008) from the Eclogite Zone and the Modereck Nappe.
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Slightly younger high-pressure ages, comprised between 36 and 32 Ma, were
obtained by Zimmermann et al. (1994), by dating amphiboles and phengites from

MA

several Penninic units, also by Ar-Ar step heating experiments. Recent studies
document instead a distinct, younger and shorter time interval of HP

ED

metamorphism in the Eclogite Zone, that is constrained in the 32-33 Ma time lapse

PT

based on: (1) the multimineral Rb/Sr internal isochron approach (Glodny et al.,
2005) and by (2) a Lu-Hf isochron of garnet (Nagel et al., 2013).

CE

A Barrovian, high-temperature metamorphic event (Sander, 1911, Bianchi
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1934, Morteani, 1974, Morteani and Raase, 1974) overprinted the high-pressure
assemblages (Hawkesworth et al., 1975; De Vecchi and Baggio, 1982; De Vecchi,
1989) as also shown by the iso-T contours of Barrovian metamorphism crosscutting the major nappe contacts inferred to have formed under HP conditions in
the Tauern Window (e.g., Droop, 1985; Fig. 9a). Peak-metamorphic temperatures
attained 650 °C in the western Tauern Window (Hörnes and Friedrichsen, 1974) at
pressures of ~ 0.7 GPa (Selverstone, 1993), and 620 °C in the eastern Tauern
Window (Scharf et al., 2013b). Several studies extrapolated in map view the
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temperature estimates associated with the Barrovian metamorphic event into
continuous iso-T lines (Hoernes and Friedrichsen, 1974; De Vecchi and Baggio,
1982; Frey et al., 1999; Bousquet et al., 2012; Scharf et al., 2013b). In spite of local
offsets inferred to displace these T- contour lines along sinistral shear zones in the
Tauern Window (De Vecchi and Baggio, 1982), most authors agree that the T-
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contour lines show a regular pattern, sub-parallel to the long axis of the window and
discordant with respect to the major nappe contacts (Fig. 9a), indicating that hightemperature metamorphism took place after emplacement of the nappes (Droop,
1985; Selverstone, 1985; Genser et al., 1996; Bousquet et al., 2008). Metamorphic

NU

temperatures are higher in the axial zone of the Tauern Window and decrease
outwards in an elongate concentric fashion (Fig. 9a), suggesting that both the

MA

structures and the distribution of metamorphic temperatures reflect the geometry
of an elongate dome.
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The peak-metamorphic temperature in the Tauern Window is often inferred

PT

to be identical with a recrystallization event temed ‘Tauernkristallisation’ by Sander
(1911). A compilation of age data and their interpretations in terms of dating the

CE

peak of Barrow metamorphism is shown in Table I. Before discussing these data, it

AC

should be noted that in a context of exhumation dominated by folding and erosion,
uplift and exhumation rates are higher in the hinge of an antiformal structure and
decrease towards the limbs. This leads to younger cooling ages in the hinge region
of such structures, as illustrated and discussed in the next section and in thermomechanical models (e.g., Batt and Braun, 2007). As a consequence, assuming that
the peak of metamorphism lasted several million years, samples from the hinge
region of the Tauern Dome will have younger cooling ages than samples from the
rims. In addition, Cliff et al. (1985) pointed out that younger cooling ages derived
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from lower structural levels may be related to a delay in the attainment of the T
peak in lower structural levels, as predicted from thermal models (England and
Thompson, 1984). Hence, the position of samples within the antiformal structure
has a strong influence on the cooling age.
The large majority of the studies listed in Table I determined the T peak of
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metamorphism by considering it coeval or older than the age obtained from
thermochronometers with closure temperatures in the range of the highest
metamorphic T attained during Barrow metamorphism (Cliff et al., 1985; von
Blanckenburg et al., 1989; Reddy et al., 1993; Inger and Cliff, 1994; Favaro et al.,
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2015; Schneider et al., 2015). Alternatively, formation ages of minerals inferred to
grow until the peak of metamorphism were inferred to define its age (Christensen et

MA

al., 1994; Cliff et al., 2015). Others used cross cutting relationships between dated
dykes and metamorphic fabrics (Scolari and Zirpoli, 1972). They suggested that the

ED

peak of metamorphism must be older than the 31 Ma tonalitic dykes (Mancktelow et

PT

al., 2001) that cut the high-temperature schistosity of the Glockner nappes. This age
is consistent with the pre-32 Ma proposed by Favaro et al. (2015) and the 34-37 Ma

CE

proposed by Schneider et al. (2015).
Age data
35 Ma
23.8 Ma

Method
K-Ar on muscovite
ages between 28-34 Ma
Ar/Ar on amphibole

17.5 -22.5 Ma

K/Ar white mica

von Blanckenburg,
1989

20 Ma

Rb/Sr on phengite

Western TW

Reddy et al., 1993

82-24 Ma

Rb/Sr on white mica

Sonnblick Dome

Christensen et al.,
1994

30 Ma

Rb/Sr on garnet

Western TW,
Pfitscher Joch area

Rb-Sr white mica

Eclogite Zone
(30-26 Ma)
SE TW (31-22 Ma)
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Reference
Lambert 1970
Cliff et al., 1985

Inger and Cliff, 1994 37-22 Ma

Rocks and area
Greenschist facies
rocks, E-central TW
Zentralgneiss,
Hochalmdome

Inferred peak metamorphic age
- 35 Ma at higher structural levels
(Hawkesworth et al., 1975)
- 25 Ma at deeper structural levels
(own age data)
20 Ma, defined by isotopic
system with highest closure T
27 Ma corresponding to age
clusters of rocks inferred to be
more strongly recrystallized
30 Ma is the age of garnet rims
inferred to terminate growth due
to onset of cooling.
Clustering of data at 3028 Ma inferred to represent
peak conditions
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Review, no
new data

Thöni, 1999

Sm/Nd on garnet

Western TW

Rb/Sr on white mica

Favaro et al., 2015

28 Ma (core)
20 Ma (rim)
Review, no
new data

Review of data
from eastern and
western TW

Cliff et al., 2015

28 Ma

232Th–208Pb

Schneider et al.,
2015

36-25 Ma

U-Pb on allanite

on allanite
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Pollington and
Baxter, 2010

- 35 Ma at higher structural levels
- 25 Ma at deeper structural levels,
based on Cliff et al. (1995)
No interpretation in terms of metamorphic peak
Cooling ages of Reddy et al. (1993)
and Satir (1975) from areas where
T-max exceeded 500-550°C are
inferred to post-date peak of
metamorphism, which is therefore
post 32 Ma.
28 Ma porphyroblasts overgrow
folded fabric inferred to be pre- or
syn-peak metamorphism. Thus peak is post28Ma
37-34 Ma by linear extrapolation of
age vs T data from 600 to 450° C

Zentralgneiss,
western TW

Table I: Compiled, inferred ages of Barrovian metamorphic peak in the Tauern Window.
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Figure 9a shows the interpolation of compiled temperature data in the form
of T-contour lines. In the western sub-dome, temperatures are derived from oxygen

MA

isotopic ratios (Hörnes and Friedrichsen, 1974), and in the eastern sub-dome from
the crystalline structure of carbonaceous material measured by Raman

ED

spectroscopy (Scharf et al., 2013b) and from the distribution of metamorphic

PT

minerals (Bousquet et al., 2012). In addition the 300° C iso-T contour line is shown,
defined as the boundary between Cenozoic reset and un-reset biotite Rb/Sr ages.

CE

In the eastern sub-dome, the Raman-derived temperatures are in good
agreement with those previously constructed based on the occurrence of high-

AC

temperature metamorphic minerals (Höck, 1980; Bousquet et al, 2012), inferred to
result from Barrovian metamorphism (Bousquet et al., 2008). The tendency for
slightly higher Raman-derived temperature is consistent with the idea that this
method records the peak temperature attained by rocks throughout its
metamorphic history. It was suggested (Scharf et al., 2013b) that the T-contours
derived from Raman spectroscopy result from the temperature distribution
associated to different geodynamic processes, as subduction and collision, hence,
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from different ages (Late Cretaceous to Oligocene). However, based on the
continuity of the T-contour-pattern, its discordance to the nappe boundaries, and its
sub-parallelism to the dome geometry (Fig. 9a), we do suggest that they largely
reflect the (Barrovian) collisional metamorphism, as inferred for the western subdome. The distributed temperature gradient observed along the north-eastern limb
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of the dome (200 °C over a distance of 25 km in map view, Fig. 9a; Scharf et al.,
2013b) compared to the sharp gradient of the southeastern limb (200° C within less
than 5 km in map view) is also consistent with the asymmetry of the Tauern
antiform, which is steeper in the south (Fig. 6).
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Temperature contours strike sub-parallel to the axial-plane of the Tauern
Dome (Fig. 9a), hence, they are oriented ENE in the western sub-dome and ESE in

MA

the eastern sub-dome. Temperatures decrease systematically from the axial zone of
the Window to the northern and southern boundaries, and the contour lines of the

ED

highest T almost coincide with the trace of the Dome hinge (Fig. 9a), where they

PT

attain a maximum of 650 °C in the west (Oxygen isotope determinations; Hoernes
and Friedrichsen, 1974) and 620 °C in the east (Raman spectroscopy of

CE

carbonaceous material; Scharf et al., 2013b).
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The iso-T contours of the western sub-dome appear to be truncated by the
Brenner Mylonites (Fig. 9a). At the eastern termination of the dome the truncation is
less abrupt, and a rotation of ~90°, brings the iso-T contours into parallelism with
the Katschberg Fault in the area overprinted by the Katschberg Mylonites (Fig. 9a).
These observations suggest that orogen-parallel extension affected the pattern of
iso-T contours, hence, the thermal structure of the dome, only within the cataclastic
and mylonitic zones of the normal faults located at both margins of the dome.
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Therefore, these mylonitic zones may be synchronous to-, or late, with respect to
high-temperature metamorphism.
Little is known about the spatial distribution of pressures associated with the
peak of Barrovian metamorphism. Based on quantitative modelling of zoned garnets
and on garnet-plagioclase-kyanite-quartz geobarometry, on samples from the post-
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Variscan cover in the Venediger Duplex (Lower Schieferhülle of the Western Tauern
Window following the nomenclature of Selverstone et al., 1984), pressures of 0.7
GPa were inferred to correspond to rim equilibration of the grains at high
temperature (Selverstone et al., 1984). In the eastern sub-dome 0.76 GPa (Cliff et al.,

NU

1985; Droop, 1985). Hoinkes et al. (1999), based on a review of literature data
suggested a pressure of 0.5-0.7 GPa, whereas Bousquet et al. (2008) proposed 0.5

MA

GPa. Summarizing, we may conclude that ~20 km of crust have been eliminated
from the axial zone of the Tauern Window since the “Tauernkristallisation” (Sander,

ED

1911), i.e., since the peak of high-temperature metamorphism. This value is in close

PT

agreement with the difference in elevation existing between structural markers (as

Window.

CE

nappe contacts) located north of the Tauern Window and in the hinge of the Tauern

AC

South of the western sub-dome the Austroalpine units are overprinted by
Oligo-Miocene greenschist-facies metamorphism (Fig. 2), as indicated by Cenozoic
cooling ages of Rb/Sr isochrons of mainly whole rock-biotite (Borsi et al., 1978).
Such unusually young ages of the Austroalpine basement are not spatially related to
the Periadriatic plutons and are corroborated by zircon fission track ages, also being
younger than in the remaining Austroalpine of the Eastern Alps (Fig. 5a). This area
represents an exception in the entire Alpine chain, in which the Austroalpine is
otherwise considered as an orogenic lid (Laubscher, 1983) that behaved in a brittle
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manner throughout collision. From a structural point of view, this part of the
Austroalpine and its southwestern continuation into the Meran-Mauls Block (Fig.
3a) is quite unique, in that it is characterized by upright, tight and partly overturned
folds, that strike parallel to the upright folds of the Tauern Window. In contrast,
north of the Tauern Window, the Austroalpine forms a gently, northward dipping
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structure (Fig. 6c) that is not affected by post-Cretaceous metamorphism. Therefore,
the overturned orientation of the southern limb of the dome, which brought a thick
column of Glockner nappes units to rest above the Austroalpine nappes (Fig. 6c),
probably explains its metamorphic temperature. Nowhere else in the Eastern Alps,

NU

the Austroalpine basement units were affected by such an intense shortening during

MA

collision.

ED

III. The Brenner Fault

PT

The Brenner Fault strikes across Upper Austroalpine units all along its
hanging wall, whereas it crosses the entire nappe stack in the footwall, passing, from

CE

south to north, from Upper Austroalpine nappes, to the Matreier Zone, to the

AC

Glockner nappes and finally to the European basement nappes (Figs. 2, 3). This
deepest part of the exposed collisional wedge is attained in the area of the Brenner
Pass (Fig. 3a) and from there northward, the mylonitic belt climbs back upward
through the nappe stack, again passing across the Glockner nappes, the Matreier
Zone, and finally attaining the Upper Austroalpine nappes at the northwestern
margin of the Tauern Window (Fig. 3). Metamorphic pressure in the footwall was
inferred to have been 0.8 GPa (~25 km) during the Oligocene (Selverstone, 1995),
whereas the hanging-wall was inferred to have attained only 4-5 km depth at the
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same time (Fügenschuh et al., 1997), based on apatite fission track ages. The
reconstructed tectono-stratigraphy of the footwall and hanging-wall shows that the
vertical offset between them corresponds to a maximum of 17 km (Schmid et al.,
2013) in the area coinciding with the hinge of the Tauern Dome.
Against the opinion that the Brenner Fault is a “textbook example of a normal
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fault” (Fügenschuh et al., 2012), we consider it a very peculiar structure, sharing
several, but not all classical features of normal faults. The trace of the fault at the
surface is not only the boundary between footwall and hanging-wall of a normal
fault, but also the boundary between an area that is severely shortened during

NU

collision (east of the Brenner Fault, Fig. 7c) and one that was almost unaffected by
collisional shortening, still exhibiting the gentle dip of unfolded Cretaceous nappes

MA

(hangingwall west of the Fault; Fig. 7b). Hence, the Brenner Fault represents the
boundary, which decoupled two adjacent parts of the collisional wedge, allowing

ED

one of them (in front of the indenter) to shorten and one (west of the indenter) to

PT

remain nearly undeformed. The reason for such a dramatic, differential shortening
stems from the geometry of the Dolomites Indenter, whose corner is located at the

CE

southern termination of the Brenner Fault (Figs. 2 and 3a). West of this corner the

AC

indenter displacement was essentially accommodated along a sinistral strike-slip
fault (Giudicarie Fault System; Fig. 2), whereas east of the indenter’s corner it was
mainly accommodated by north-south shortening that gave rise to the antiformal
structure of the Tauern Window, and by conjugate strike slip faults that allowed for
lateral extrusion (Ratschbacher et al., 1991b).
The Brenner Fault consists of a thick, up to 1.5 km, mylonitic belt (Brenner
Mylonites), striking from Sterzing to Steinach (Fig. 3a), and of a cataclastic zone,
located in the northward, along-strike continuation of the mylonitic belt. The latter
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is termed the Silltal Fault (Fügenschuh et al., 1997). In addition, east of the Brenner
Fault, over a distance of ~ 20 km, the footwall is dissected by a series of high-angle,
west-dipping normal faults also showing a component of sinistral displacement
(Baggio and De Vecchi, 1982; Schiavo et al., 2014). The transition from the Brenner
Mylonites to the Silltal cataclasites probably represents the exhumed, Miocene
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brittle-ductile transition of the Brenner Fault. Upright folding tilted this originally
sub-horizontal transition, now exposing its deeper and ductile part within the
Tauern Window.

The along-strike transition of the Brenner Mylonites to progressively higher

NU

structural units when moving from the Brenner Pass both towards the south and the
north (Fig. 3a) may be explained in three different ways: 1) by considering that the

MA

Brenner Mylonites formed after, or late with respect to folding (Rosenberg and
Garcia, 2011), as also suggested by the net truncation of the footwall iso-T contours

ED

by the Brenner Mylonites (Fig. 9a). In this case, exhumation, or at least its largest

PT

part, must have occurred before extension, in order to uplift and exhume the
deepest European units at the same structural level of the Austroalpine ones, that

CE

are now exposed at the southern and northern margins of the Brenner Fault; 2)

AC

extensional mylonites may have formed at the same time as the upright Tauern fold
(Rosenberg and Garcia, 2012; Schmid et al., 2013). In this case, new top-to-the-West
extensional mylonites need to form continuously after folding of the older ones in
order to explain how the Brenner Mylonites reach progressively deeper structural
units towards the hinge of the Tauern Dome. This process is schematically depicted
in figure 10, showing how the formation of new mylonites goes together with the
deactivation of the folded ones that become included into the hanging-wall.
Similarly, new mylonites form, overprinting rocks that were previously part of the
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footwall, below the mylonitic zone. Therefore, particle paths oblique to- and cross
cutting the mylonitic zone displace parts of the footwall through the extensional
shear zone, hence, into the hanging-wall. These particle paths, driven by
amplification of the antiform contribute to exhumation by folding and erosion. A
similar model was first proposed for the Simplon Fault (Mancktelow and Pavlis,
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1994), however in an area of synformal, not antiformal folding. 3). An along-strike
decrease of fault-parallel displacements from the Brenner Pass towards both the
south and the north could explain why the Brenner Mylonites affect progressively
higher crustal levels, suggesting decreasing amounts of extensional unroofing. In

NU

this case the amounts of displacement within the fault plane, should vary by tens of
km. If such displacement differences were to occur, they would be accommodated

MA

by numerous strike-slip shear zones striking parallel to the extensional direction,
and showing dextral shear sense south of the Brenner Pass and sinistral to the

ED

north. However, shear zones are predominantly sinistral south of the Brenner Pass

PT

(Rosenberg and Schneider, 2008; Schneider, 2014; Fig. 3a), and they largely
disappear to the north. In summary, model 1) is not consistent with the inferred

CE

coeval age of folding and extension, based on both structural and geochronological

AC

arguments. Model 3) is not consistent with the structural evidence, leaving model 2)
as the most plausible. However, a late onset of extension with respect to folding, but
still coeval with the latter process, would also be consistent with all observations.
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Fig. 10. Block diagram showing the geometrical evolution of a mylonitic belt that is
undergoing shortening by folding contemporaneous to extension by normal shearing.

NU

Folded mylonites are deactivated and cut by newly formed mylonites that continue to
accommodate E-W extension, before they become folded themselves and cut by new
mylonites. Inlet shows schematically a vertical component of extension accommodated by

MA

N-S folding and a subhorizonatal component accommodated by low-angle, top-to–the West
extension. Dotted volume corresponds to the hangingwall of the youngest mylonites and

ED

includes older, folded mylonites.

PT

A major source of ambiguity in the debate on exhumation mechanisms of the
Tauern Window rests on the difficulty of constructing reliable cross sections

CE

striking perpendicular to the Tauern Window, in the footwall of the Brenner Fault.
The upward projection of footwall structures located within the plane of the section

AC

results in an antiformal structure of high amplitude, affecting the entire nappe stack,
and pointing to an eroded rock column being 10-15 km thicker than that of the
hanging-wall (Fig. 11a, Rosenberg and Garcia, 2011; Schmid et al., 2013). On the
other hand, the upward projection of surface structures from the hanging-wall (Fig.
11b; Schmid et al., 2013), located west of the plane of the sections results in the
truncation of all structures by the low-angle Brenner Fault, at a level of only 4-5 km
above the surface (Fig. 11b, Schmid et al., 2013), hence not showing the upper part
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of the antiformal footwall structure. In the first case denudation must have occurred
mainly by erosion, in the second case by extension. Because the Brenner Fault
coincides with the boundary between a western, barely shortened area, and an
eastern, severely shortened area, the lateral projection of structures from one area
to the other, which always assumes a structural continuity, is questionable.
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However, both sections of Figure 11 (Schmid et al., 2013) indicate that the entire
Glockner nappes and Austroalpine nappes in the southernmost antiform of the
section are eroded, almost exhuming the European basement, in the absence of an
extensional structure. Therefore, folding and erosion there cause the exposure of

NU

the European basement, or at least its Mesozoic cover, irrespective of the

AC

CE

PT

ED

MA

differences in the construction of the section.
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Fig. 11. N-S-oriented cross-sections located immediately east of the Brenner Fault. Traces of
sections are shown by stippled, black line in figure 3a. a) Construction assuming folding and
erosion of Brenner mylonites as in figure 10; b) Construction assuming projecting the
geometry of the Brenner Mylonites as constrained in their area of exposure west of the
cross section. PF: Periadriatic Fault. Modified from Schmid et al. (2013).
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IV. The Katschberg Fault
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Fig. 12. Tectonic maps modified after Schmid et al. (2013) showing the change of vertical
offset (“stratigraphic omission”) along the Brenner and Katschberg faults. Diagram in the
upper right part of the picture shows distance along-strike of the Brenner and Katschberg
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faults vs throw/displacement. Note the increase in stratigraphic omission towards the hinge
of the antiform. Numbers separated by slash in the insets refer to the numbers shown in the
legend of the tectonic units. They indicate which nappes are set in direct contact by the
Brenner and Katschberg faults, hence allowing to calculate the omitted nappe thickness,
which is shown by bold numbers, also in the insets. These values are plotted in the distance
vs throw diagram.
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The Katschberg Fault (Genser and Neubauer, 1989; Figs. 2, 3a) consists of an
up to 5 km thick belt of mylonites, which underwent retrograde amphibolitic- to
greenschist-facies metamorphism, during top-to-the-East to Southeast normal
shearing (Scharf et al., 2013a). Only the central part of this NNE-striking belt is

NU

capped by cataclasites at the base of its hanging-wall (Scharf et al., 2013a), and the
entire belt of mylonites that wrap around the eastern sub-dome were termed

MA

Katschberg Shear Zone System (KSZS; Scharf et al., 2013a). These top-to-the East to
Southeast mylonites terminate, and are in kinematic continuity with dextral and
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CE

PT

(Scharf et al., 2013a).

ED

sinistral shear zones at the northern and southern ends of the KSZS, respectively
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Fig. 13. Contour-maps of the Katschberg and the Brenner normal faults. The contoured

PT

plane (red line) is the contact between the base of the Austroalpine nappes and the top of
the Penninic nappes. Dashed red line corresponds to inferred fault trace where large

CE

quaternary deposits are present. Based on the 1:50.000 maps of the Geologische
Bundesanstalt (Rockenschaub and Nowotny, 2009; Rockenschaub et al., 2011) and on
Rosenberg and Garcia (2011) for the Brenner Fault. Gray numbers indicate the calculated

AC

dip of the plane. Black numbers indicate the elevation of contour lines in 100’s of m; Red
numbers indicate the local dip of the Penninic/Austroalpine contact.

The KSZS is located above the area corresponding to a deep-seated P-wave
velocity transition, inferred to separate a European Slab in the west from an area
devoid of slab in the east (Mitterbauer et al., 2011; their figure 8). At the surface, the
Katschberg Fault also corresponds to an orogen-scale transition, between an area
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with average elevation > 2000 m and high relief in the west and one with average
elevation of 1500 m and lower relief in the east (Fig. 1).
The KSZS shows some similarities to the Brenner Fault: its mylonitic belt dips
at low angle below the Austroalpine units (Genser and Neubauer, 1989; Scharf et al.,
2013a) forming the lateral termination of the Tauern Dome, and the amount of
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tectono-stratigraphic omission varies along strike, attaining a maximum in the hinge
zone of the eastern sub-dome (Fig. 12). However, in contrast to the Brenner case,
this maximum value of omission remains rather constant along the central part of
the KSZS (Fig. 12). As for the Brenner Fault, contours of the fault trace, i.e., the

NU

contact between the Austroalpine units and the Penninic units, which probably
corresponds to a brittle fault surface, indicates a steeper orientation (32°-49°; Fig.

MA

13) compared to the average orientation of mylonitic foliations (e.g., Scharf et al.,
2013a). However, even away from this brittle surface, lithological contacts and

ED

foliations within the Glockner nappes attain a 35° dip towards the SE (Exner, 1980,

PT

his figure 10). As shown in figure 14 (Exner, 1980) lithological contacts become
steeper towards the fault surface. A similar trend can be assessed for the foliations

CE

(Exner, 1980, his Table 2), whose dip is generally > 30° in the structurally upper

AC

part of the KSZS.

If the nappe thicknesses are calculated from cross sections located west of

the Katschberg Mylonites (Schmid et al., 2013; their section 7) thinning and
eventually omission of nappes along the KSZS can be estimated. As a result the
vertical offset varies along strike of the KSZS, passing from 2,5 km in the south to
11.5 km in the central part, and going back to less than 2 km in the north (Fig. 12).
The tectonostratigraphic contacts were inferred to dip with 30-45° to the
east as the mylonitic, top-to-the-East to SE foliations (Genser and Neubauer, 1989;
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their fig. 3), whereas lower dip angles (25-30°) were documented by Scharf et al.
(2013a). Contour lines of the base of the hanging-wall indicate dip angles varying
from 30 to 49° (Fig. 13). Cross sections perpendicular to the southern KSZS (Exner,
1980; Schuster et al., 2006; Schmid et al. 2013) show that the lithological contacts
within the KSZS steepen from ~ 20° at the top of the Venediger Duplex to > 30° at
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the top of the Glockner nappes (Fig. 14). The distribution of fabric-measurements in
map view (Exner, 1954) confirms that the main foliation in the KSZS steepens
slightly towards the hangingwall. This is also manifest on the map-scale (e.g., Map
sheet 1:50.000, 181 ‘Spittal a. d. Drau’) showing the steeper dip of lithological

NU

contacts within the Matreier Zone and the top of the Glockner nappes, compared to
the base of the Glockner Napps and the top of the Venediger Duplex. These

MA

geometries are typical for a progressive rotation toward parallelism with the shear
plane of a shear zone with a normal sense of movement and they reflect a

ED

progressive increase of strain. Under such conditions the dip-angle of the shear

PT

plane corresponds to the higher dip angles of lithological contacts and mylonitic
foliations measured in the easternmost part of the shear zone. These correspond to

AC
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~32° in the south (Fig. 13) and attain almost 40° further to the north.
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Fig. 14. Cross section of the eastern margin of the Tauern Window modified from Exner
(1980). Trace of section is shown in Fig. 3a. Continuous black lines are parallel to main
schistosity and lithological contacts. Note the progressive steepening of schistosities in the
footwall of the Katschberg Fault, when approaching the hangingwall contact.
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V. Spatial distribution of cooling ages in the Eastern Alps
Based on a new compilation of zircon and apatite fission track ages (Fig. 5a
and b, respectively), we discuss the spatial patterns of cooling in the Eastern Alps.
Whereas zircon fission track ages were reset in the Oligo-Miocene only in the

NU

Tauern Window and the Rechnitz Window, apatite fission tracks yield Miocene ages
in several areas, even outside these windows.

MA

V.1. The Tauern Window

In the Tauern Window, both apatite and zircon fission track ages show an

ED

elongate, irregular, but concentric distribution of ages, younging towards the trace

PT

of the axial plane of the Dome (Bertrand et al., 2017). In the western Tauern
Window, where more data are available, even higher-temperature systems with

CE

closure temperature of ~350 °C (Rb/Sr on biotite; Luth and Willingshofer, 2008)

AC

and ~450 °C (U-Pb apatite, Schneider et al., 2015) show this elongate concentric
pattern whose long axis strikes sub-parallel to the sub-domes. If age/elevation
correlations are used to extrapolate all ages to one and the same height, the
contour-line patterns simplify and their elliptical shapes become more obvious,
especially for the apatites (Bertrand et al., 2017).
Based on previous age compilations and iso-age contour maps, it was
suggested that two age trends dominate the pattern of the western sub-dome (Luth
and Willingshofer, 2008; Schneider et al., 2015). One trend, showing younger ages
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towards the hinge of the Tauern antiform, was inferred to indicate the effect of
folding (Luth and Willingshofer, 2008). The other trend, showing a westward
younging of ages was inferred to reflect the contribution of extensional unroofing
along the Brenner Fault (Luth and Willingshofer, 2008). However, new data and
compilations of fission track ages (Bertrand et al., 2017; fig. 5) show that younging
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towards the Brenner Fault is not visible in the iso-age maps of apatites and zircons
(Fig. 5). The more obvious trend is the younging of ages towards an ENE-striking
axis, being almost identical with the trace of the fold axial plane of the western subdome (compare Fig. 5 and Fig. 9b). When plotted along a section striking parallel to

NU

the hinge of the Tauern Dome (Fig. 16a; Bertrand et al., 2017) both apatite and
zircon fission track ages decrease in the immediate vicinity (~10 km) of the fault

MA

plane, but not further away (Fig. 15a; Bertrand et al., 2017). These age patterns
probably reflect the younger activity of the mylonitic and cataclasitic belts of the

ED

Brenner and the Katschberg faults.
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Younging of cooling ages toward the Katschberg Fault was proposed by
Favaro et al. (2015) and Scharf et al. (2016), based on new and compiled Rb/Sr

CE

isochron ages (mainly whole rock-biotite) and 40Ar/39Ar laser ablation ages of white

AC

mica from the southern and northeastern margins of the eastern sub-dome,
respectively. Such a trend is in contrast to the fission track data of Bertrand et al.
(2017; Fig. 15) that do not show such a SE-directed younging. However, the
younging trend of Favaro et al. (2015) is only visible if the data from both Sonnblick
and Hochalm domes are plotted in one and the same section cross-cutting the main
regional structures. Scharf et al. (2016) interpret the cooling-age pattern of younger
40Ar/39Ar

white mica ages (c. 17 Ma) at the top of the Katschberg Fault (i.e., at the

Penninic/Austroalpine contact) and older ages (c. 20 Ma) at the base of the
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Katschberg Fault (i.e., ca. 5 km below the top of the Katschberg Fault) as due to
varying grain sizes in the mylonite zone. Smaller grains at the top of the fault have
lower closure temperature, of c. 400 °C, hence, younger cooling ages with respect to
its base, where larger grain sizes are predicted to be associated with closure T of ca.
445 °C.
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Age data plotted along a section perpendicular to the fold axis of the western
Tauern Window (Fig. 15b; Bertrand et al., 2017) show a bowl-curve, due to the
relatively symmetric younging towards the hinge of the dome. As shown in figure
15b this pattern is observed for cooling ages derived from all thermochronometers

NU

that have been used in the literature on the western Tauern Window. These are,
apatite FT (Bertrand et al., 2017), zircon FT (Bertrand et al., 2017), Rb/Sr and K/Ar

MA

on biotite (Most, 2003, for compilation), K/Ar on white mica (Most, 2003, for
compilation) and U-Pb on apatite (Schneider et al., 2015). The wavelength of the

ED

bowl-shape increases progressively from geochronometers with the highest, to the

PT

ones with the lowest closure temperature (Fig. 15b), but the site of the youngest
cooling ages is nearly the same for all geochronometers (Fig. 15b). This bowl-shape

CE

pattern in distance vs. age plots is typical for areas where exhumation took place by

AC

large-scale folding and erosion, as previously observed in the Olympic Mts. (Batt and
Brandon, 2001) and in numerical, thermo-kinematic models of folding and erosion
(Batt and Braun, 1997).
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Fig. 15. Cooling ages projected along an orogen-parallel (a) and an orogen-perpendicular
(b) cross section, based on the compilation of Bertrand et al. (2017), on the compilation of
Most (2000), and on Schneider et al. (2015). Traces of the cross sections are shown in figure
9b. a) Age distribution projected from a distance of maximum 5 km from either side of
axial-plane-parallel trace across the Tauern Window. Modified from Bertrand et al. (2017)
b) Age distribution along a section perpendicular to the fold axis of the western sub-dome
of the Tauern Window. Age date are projected from samples having a maximum distance of
5 km from the section for FT apatite and zircons, U/Pb ages are distinguished into two
populations (darker and lighter blue circles), corresponding respectively to a cross section
located west and East of the trace of the section shown in Fig. 9b. Closure temperatures for
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apatite and zircon fission tracks are taken from Gallagher et al. (1998) and Hurford and
Green (1983), respectively. For U/Pb on apatite closure temperature is based on
Chamberlain and Bowring (2000).

Cooling ages in the western sub-dome are slightly (2-3 Ma), but
systematically younger than in the eastern sub-dome (Dunkl et al., 2003; Bertrand
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et al., 2017). This difference is inferred to result from coeval exhumation of both
sub-domes taking place at different rates (Bertrand et al., 2017). As shown by
thermo-kinematic models, faster exhumation rates during folding and erosion
within a given time range, lead to younger cooling ages (Bertrand et al., 2017).
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Inversion of thermochronologic data of the Tauern Window confirms that
exhumation rates were higher in the western sub-dome compared to the eastern

MA

one (Fox et al., 2016; Bertrand et al., 2017). This result is corroborated by detrital
thermochronological investigations (Gemignani et al., 2017). However, alternative

ED

interpretations, suggesting a later initiation of exhumation in the western sub-dome

PT

were proposed by Scharf et al. (2013a), Schmid et al. (2013), and Favaro et al.

CE

(2015).
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V.2. Cooling ages in the Austroalpine Units
The map of Fig. 5a shows that outside the Tauern Dome zircon fission track

ages were reset during collision (Fig. 5a; Brix et al., 1996; Stöckhert et al., 1999;
Steenken et al., 2002; Most, 2003), in an area to the SW of the Tauern Window, but
also along a belt bordering the western margin of the Dolomites Indenter (Fig. 5a)
and in the Rechnitz Window. Both these areas were strongly shortened during
collision and their cooling ages are similar to those of the Tauern Window (Fig. 5a).
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Hence, the spatial distribution of Miocene ages closely corresponds to the areas
affected by the largest shortening due to indentation. Areas that do not show any
structural evidence of shortening related to the Dolomites Indenter, as the areas
east and west of the Tauern Window show pre-Cenozoic zircon fission track ages
(Fig. 5).
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Cenozoic cooling ages derived from apatite fission tracks are widespread in
the Eastern Alps compared to zircon fission track ages (compiled data in Fig. 5 and
references in its figure caption). They cover the area described above for the reset
zircon ages in addition to large parts of the Ötztal Basement (Fig. 2), a belt striking

NU

parallel to- and located immediately south of the SEMP Fault (Fig. 5a), and a smaller
area adjacent to the eastern border of the Tauern Window, delimited by the

MA

Hochstuhl, and the Mölltal faults (Figs. 2 and 3a).

The hanging-wall of the Brenner Fault is characterised by apatite fission

ED

track ages varying between 60 and 20 Ma whereas in the remaining parts of the

PT

Ötztal Basement (Fig. 5b) apatite fission track ages are < 20 Ma. This marked
difference may be explained by tilting of the hanging-wall during rotation of the

CE

Brenner Fault towards a lower angle of dip, as commonly observed in extensional

AC

fault systems (e.g., Buck, 1988). Such tilting would enhance burial in the vicinity of
the Brenner Fault and favor the preservation of older ages.
In the area located immediately east of the Tauern Window apatite ages are

younger along the eastern continuation of the fold hinges of the Hochalm Dome (Fig.
5b), suggesting that this structure also affected part of the Austroalpine units.
Further east apatite ages tend to become older, passing from Miocene ages west of
the Lavanttal Fault (Fig. 2; 5b) to Eocene and Cretaceous ages east of this fault (Fig.
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5b). Only in the Rechnitz Window, at the very eastern end of the Alps, ages are again
reset to the Miocene.
The age differences described above coincide with marked changes in the
cooling rates of these areas (fig. 16) varying from 17-19 °C/Ma in the Tauern
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Window, and 2-3 °C/Ma in the Australpine nappes east of the Tauern Window.

PT

Fig. 16. Along-strike changes in the cooling gradients of the Eastern Alps. Data compiled
after Schneider et al. (2015), Favaro et al. (2015), Hejl (1997). Contours of sediment

CE

thickness in the Molasse Basin of the Eastern Alps after Bigi et al. (1990). Numbers in
Molasse Basin indicate present-day thicknesses of Oligocene-Neogene sediments in meters.

AC

Stippled lines indicate contour lines of European Moho; associated numbers indicate Moho
depth in km after Spada et al. (2013). End points of cross sections of figure 6 are shown.
Neogene paleo-surfaces are from Hejl (1997) and Frisch et al. (2001). Note the rapid
decrease of thickness of Molasse sediments east of Tauern Window, where Moho turns into
a NW strike and the increasing preservation of Neogene paleo-topographic surfaces.

A lateral gradient showing increasing metamorphic temperature towards the
fault plane is expected to exist in exhumed footwalls of normal faults, (Foster et al.
2001; Burg et al., 2004; Bertrand et al., 2017). Assuming fault-parallel
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displacements, surface rocks closer to the fault trace are those that were exhumed
from greater depth, and the last ones to cross the isograd corresponding to their
closure temperature. Indeed, younging of ages and increasing temperatures towards
the fault plane are, observed in map view in the footwalls of normal faults (John and
Foster, 1993; Foster et al., 2010). Such trends (Fig. 17) have not been observed in
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the Tauern Window (Fig. 16b; Bertrand et al., 2017), except locally (Favaro et al.,
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2015).

Fig. 17. Schematic diagrams showing the folded footwall of a normal fault. a) Cooling is
determined by extensional unroofing and cooling ages in the footwall are progressively
younger towards the fault trace. b) Cooling is determined by folding and erosion of the
antiformCooling patterns are inspired from Foster et al. (2010) and Robinson et al. (2001)
for a), and from Batt and Braun (1997) and Bertrand et al. (2017) for b). T1, T2, T3, indicate
hypothetical contour lines of ages in map view. Ages increase from T1 to T3. Not to scale.
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Age vs. distance diagrams parallel to the commonly inferred Oligo-Miocene
direction of maximum extension in the Tauern Window show a large-scale younging
of fission-track ages away from the fault trace (Fig. 15) and only on the local scale do
ages become younger toward the fault. In other words, only within the
mylonitic/cataclastic zones of the BF and the KF cooling ages are younger than in
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the remaining footwall, i.e., in an area of only few km width. This distribution is in
contrast to extensional models of exhumation (e.g., Fig. 17). Numerous examples
from extensional metamorphic core complexes do show that cooling ages of the
footwall decrease systematically towards the trace of the extensional detachment

NU

(e.g., John and Howard, 1995; Foster et al., 2001; Stöckli, 2005; Brichau et al., 2006;

MA

Foster et al., 2010; Robinson et al., 2010).
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VI. Physical models simulating the formation of the Tauern Window
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Fig. 18. Results of analogue experiment designed to simulate deformation in front of the

CE

Dolomites indenter. Modified from Rosenberg et al. (2007). a) Photograph of the surface of
the model after 10 cm of shortening, corresponding to approximately 50 km. The pinkish

AC

area with red grid lines located at the right side of the model consists of the same analogue
asthenosphere, mantle, and lower crust as in the rest of the model, but it lacks the upper
crust (sand). The absence of the sand layer makes the lateral confinement weaker than the
rest of the model. b) Sketch of the same model, showing the major structures that
accommodated deformation c) Displacement field of the same model, but after 14 cm of
shortening. d) 2D, horizontal sections, of deformation ellipsoids. Area covered by small
crosses represents area in which shortening was localized. The length ratio between
western boundary of the indenter and the N-S extension of the model in front of the
indenter is 0.67, corresponding to that observed in the Eastern Alps. The ratio between the
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northern and western margins of the indenter is 0.29, slightly larger than that of the
Dolomites Indenter, which is 0.24.

Analogue experiments inspired by indentation models of India and Asia
(Tapponnier et al., 1982; Davy and Cobbold, 1988) were performed to assess the
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role of the Dolomites Indenter on the Cenozoic fault and fold pattern of the Eastern
Alps (Ratschbacher et al., 1991a; Rosenberg et al., 2004; 2007; Luth et al., 2013; van
Gelder et al., 2017). In order to simplify the boundary conditions, and in spite of its
well-documented Neogene shortening (Schönborn, 1999; Nussbaum, 2000; Doglioni
et al., 2007), all models excepted van Gelder et al. (2017) used a rigid material to

NU

simulate the Dolomites Indenter. Undeformable boundaries along the western and

MA

northern limits of the box, and a deformable one along the eastern termination
completed the initial set-up. Varying rheologies, indenter geometries, and

ED

convergence direction resulted in varying fault patterns, some of which were
sufficiently robust to be observed in all models. We describe these patterns below.

PT

First, indentation induced minor amounts (<15%) of lateral extrusion unless the
lithosphere was completely eliminated (Ratschbacher et al., 1991a). In the model

CE

commonly quoted to link the Cenozoic fault pattern of the Eastern Alps to a process

AC

of lateral extrusion (Ratschbacher et al., 1991a; their model V) the eastern margin of
the analogue lithosphere of the Eastern Alps was bordered by an asthenosphere, but
no lithosphere. Under such conditions, lateral flow of analogue lithosphere occurs
spontaneously, even in the absence of indentation and north-south convergence, in
order to reduce the lateral gradient of gravitational potential energy. A second
common point to all experiments is the occurrence of significant shortening
accommodated by folding in the area located immediately north of the indenter
corner (Ratschbacher et al., 1991a). Even in those models, where lateral extrusion is
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large, the area in front of the indenter corner is mainly affected by shortening
(Ratschbacher et al., 1991a; Rosenberg et al., 2004, 2007). A third characteristic of
all models is the formation of a deformation wedge widening eastward, bounded by
sinistral faults in the north and by dextral ones in the south (Ratschbacher et al.,
1991a; Rosenberg et al., 2004, 2007, van Gelder et al., 2017). Such deformation
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structures are observed in many other indentation experiments (e.g., Davy and
Cobbold, 1988), whose boundary conditions were not specific to the ones of the
Eastern Alps. Hence, we consider their natural occurrence in front of orogenic
indenters as the result of indentation itself. In the Eastern Alps these structures are

NU

represented by the upright folds of the Tauern Window (Fig. 3) in front of the
Indenter corner, the newly-formed sinistral SEMP fault system in the north of the

MA

deforming wedge (Figs. 2 and 3), and the pre-existing dextral Periadriatic Fault
(Pustertal-Gailtal segment), that defines the southern margin of the extruding

ED

wedge.

PT

A number of other large-scale structures, characteristic of the Tauern
Window and its surrounding areas could be reproduced by simple, indentation

CE

experiments (Rosenberg et al., 2004; 2007). These are: 1) The arc-shape (Figs. 7a,

AC

9b, and 18 of the Tauern Dome. 2) The sinistral shear zones associated with- and
parallel to the ENE-striking upright folds of the western Tauern sub-dome (Figs. 1b
and 18). 3) The larger wavelength of the eastern upright folds and higher amplitude
of the western ones (Figs. 9b and 18). 4) The area of uplift corresponding to
localized shortening within an arched-shaped area in front of the indenter (Fig. 18)
and coinciding to reset, younger cooling ages in the Eastern Alps (Fig. 5); The
position and orientation of the sinistral fault system delimiting the folded arc to the
north correspond to the SEMP Fault in the Eastern Alps (Fig. 2), causing younger
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cooling ages south of it (Figs. 5 and 18). 6) Orogen-parallel extension localized in
front of the indenter corner (Fig. 18) corresponding to the Brenner Fault in the
Eastern Alps (Fig. 2). The temporal evolution of these structures is shown in the

VII. Timing of exhumation and indentation
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experiment movie (Movie 1).

Whereas most authors agree on a causal relationship between Dolomites

NU

indentation and exhumation of the Tauern Window (e.g., Cornelius, 1940; Linzer et
al., 2002; Rosenberg et al., 2004; 2007; Schmid et al., 2013), the precise timing of

MA

indentation is still debated. Differences in the interpretations stem from the
different nature of the data-sets, namely, stratigraphic ages from the Dolomites

ED

Indenter (Schmid et al., 2013; Scharf et al., 2013a), cooling ages in the exhumed

PT

basement rocks in front of the indenter (Pomella et al., 2011; 2012; Bertrand et al.,
2017; Schneider et al., 2015), deformation ages from high strain zones immediately

CE

adjacent to the indenter margin (Martin et al., 1993; Mancktelow et al., 2001; Müller

AC

et al., 2001), and within the Tauern Window (Schneider et al. 2013), and finally,
formational ages inferred to be synchronous to folding within the Tauern Window
(Cliff et al., 2015).
Schmid et al. (2013) and Scharf et al. (2013a) suggested that indentation did
not start before 21 Ma, which is the age of the youngest marine sediments deposited
in the footwall of the Giudicarie fold and thrust belt (Luciani and Silvestrini, 1996).
The occurrence of deep marine sedimentation was considered to be incompatible
with sinistral, transpressive displacements along the Giudicarie fold and thrust belt
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(Schmid et al., 2013). Alternatively, based on the spatial pattern of cooling ages in
the Tauern Window (Figs. 5a and 15b), inferred to result from upright folding and
exhumation during indentation, Schneider et al. (2015) and Bertrand et al. (2017)
suggested that exhumation due to indentation initiated at ~30 Ma.
It is noteworthy, that even ages derived from geochronometers with closure
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temperature ~450 °C (Schneider et al., 2015) do show a bell shape on distance vs.
age diagrams (Fig. 15b) as the ages from low-T geochronometers, suggesting that all
cooling ages are related to exhumation during the same folding event. Hence, if the
antiform of the western Tauern Window resulted from indentation, this process

NU

may have started before 30 Ma.

Based on the interpretation of syn-tectonic emplacement of 32 Ma old

MA

tonalitic intrusions along the Giudicarie Fault System (Dal Piaz et al., 1988), its
displacement, hence, indentation was inferred to have started around 32 Ma

ED

(Martin, 1993; Mancktelow et al., 2001; Müller et al., 2001). Alternatively, it was

PT

suggested that the tonalitic intrusions were emplaced syn-tectonically along the EW-striking Periadriatic Fault and later rotated into parallelism to the Giudicarie

CE

Fault System, during Dolomites indentation that was inferred to initiate during the

AC

Late Oligocene/Early Miocene (Pomella et al., 2012).
Finally, the contour maps of zircon fission-track ages of figure 5a, show that

young ages (11-26 Ma) that characterize large parts of the Tauern Window continue
in an intermittent fashion along a band that borders the western margin of the
Dolomites Indenter. In contrast, ages from all samples located further west are with
no exception significantly older than 26 Ma, (Fig. 5a). The compilation of zircon
fission track ages (Fig. 5a) shows that west of the Giudicarie Fault System, sample
ages are older than 40 Ma, whereas along the Giudicarie Fault System, along the
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easternmost Tonale Line and in the Tauern Window samples are younger than 40
Ma, and generally younger than 26 Ma. Therefore, displacement of the Dolomites
Indenter, along the Giudicarie Fault System must be ≥ 26 Ma.
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VIII. Discussion

VIII.1. Crustal structure and exhumation

The cross sections of figures 4 and 6 show that the northern margin of the
Tauern Window coincides with the northern margin of the antiformal stack of

NU

European basement nappes (Venediger Duplex). The amplitude of this antiformal
structure decreases and almost disappears, both in the west and in the east (Fig. 19)

MA

of the Tauern Window. The sub-horizontal orientation of Creataceous nappes (Fig.
7b) and the Cretaceous age of low-temperature chronometers west of the Tauern

ED

Window (Fig. 5a) suggest that the European nappes below the Ötztal nappe (Fig. 2)

PT

are not folded into a large antiformal structure. East of the Tauern Window this
antiformal structure of European basement nappes disappears gradually (Figs. 6

CE

and 19), or abruptly (Schmid et al., 2004, their figure 3e), based on the following

AC

lines of evidence: first, numerous paleo-topographic surfaces of inferred Neogene
age are preserved between the eastern margin of the Tauern Window and the
Styrian Basin, suggesting limited amounts of erosion during Neogene times. Second,
apatite fission-track ages are pre-Oligocene (Fig. 5b), corroborating that no
significant uplift and erosion occurred throughout the collisional history. Third, the
Moho depth decreases rapidly east of the Tauern Window, passing from 42 km east
of the Katschberg Fault to 32 km at the margin of the Styrian Basin (Fig. 1), but the
nappes exposed at the surface still belong to the Upper Austroalpine (Fig. 2).
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Assuming a thickness of at least 10 km of Austroalpine nappes (Fig. 12) plus some
5km of Glockner and Matreier nappes (Fig. 12), the European basement varies
between 27 and 17 km thickness. These values are not larger than those of the
European crust, located below the Molasse Basin, where it suffered no shortening
during collision (Fig. 6). Therefore, the presence of an antiformal stack of European
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basement nappes in the Eastern Alps is restricted to the area characterized by the
deepest Moho, suggesting that the prime cause of formation and exhumation of this

CE

PT
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NU

antiformal stack is the accommodation of shortening.
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Fig. 19: Simplified, serial cross sections showing the inferred geometry and position
of the European basement in 4 sub-parallel cross sections. Note that in section IV the nappe
pile is less exhumed and less buried than in the other sections. Sections I, II, and II are
modified from Rosenberg et al. (2015). Section IV is modified from Prey (1980).

Line-length-balancing of the top of the European basement duplex suggests
that 60 km of shortening were accommodated in the western Tauern Window, 38
km in the eastern Tauern Window, and 27 km east of the Tauern Window
(Rosenberg et al., 2015). This westward increase in shortening is associated to an
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increase in amplitude and decrease in the wavelength of the European nappe stack
in cross section (Fig. 6), in spite of similar cross sectional areas (Rosenberg et al.,
2015; Fig. 19). These geometrical relationships indicate that the westward increase
of shortening was accommodated by vertical thickening.
In summary, the three cross sections of figure 6 show a correlation between
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cooling age, amount of exhumation, metamorphic degree, and amount of shortening.
The easternmost cross section shows the least shortening, the least amount of
exhumation, the lowest temperature of Cenozoic metamorphism and the oldest ages
of cooling. The western section shows the largest shortening, the largest amount of

NU

exhumation, the highest temperature of Cenozoic metamorphism and the youngest
cooling ages (Bertrand et al., 2017). The central section (eastern Tauern Window)

MA

shows intermediate characteristics between the previous two concerning the four
points discussed above.

ED

Based on the comparison of the estimated sediment budgets deposited in the

PT

circum-Alpine basins and the estimated volumes of eroded material from the
Eastern Alpine chain, it was suggested (Kuhlemann et al., 2001) that less than 20%

CE

of denudation of the Tauern Window could be attributed to erosional processes,

AC

hence, that extensional denudation was responsible for > 80% of the total
exhumation of the window. However, this conclusion is biased by two major facts:
First, the enormous difficulty in the reliable determinations of volume, source and
age of sediments in the circumalpine basins. Second, the analysis of Kuhlemann et al.
(2001) was restricted to the time period between 22 and 12 Ma that was suggested
to be the time of faster exhumation, but it was applied to the bulk volume of
denudation of the Tauern Window. New calculations of exhumation rates
extrapolated to the entire surface of the Tauern Window (Bertrand et al., 2017)
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show that faster exhumation rates in the 22-12 Ma period existed, but only locally,
whereas over the entire surface of the Tauern Window, no significant change took
place after 12 Ma. In addition, Bertrand et al. (2017) argue that exhumation rates
were highest in pre-Miocene times. Restricting the sediment-volume calculation to a
small time interval of the denudation history, but comparing it to the bulk volume of
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denudation of the Tauern Window must, a priori, result in a small portion of the
latter volume only. The cross sectional area of material eroded from the Tauern
Window along the TRANSALP Line corresponds to ˜ 700 km2 (Fig. 6c). In the same
section the area occupied by sediments of the German Molasse basin corresponds to

NU

320 km2. Adding the estimated amount of eroded Molasse deposits (Baran et al.,
2014) a total area of 362 km2 results. Therefore, based on this 2D geometric

MA

comparison more than 50% of the excess area of the Tauern Dome is found in the
Molasse Basin, which is inferred to contain only ˜ 1/3 of the eroded volume of the

ED

Eastern Alps (Kuhlemann et al., 2002), because large volumes of sediments were

PT

deposited in the Pannonian and other circum-Alpine basins (Kuhlemann et al., 2001;
2002). Therefore, in spite of the large volume of material that needs to be

CE

transported to a foreland basin in order to explain exhumation of the Tauern

AC

Window by folding and erosion, the accommodation of this material in the CircumAlpine- and in the Molasse Basins is likely.
VIII.2. Balancing collisional displacements
Balancing collisional displacements is difficult, because material flow was
accommodated within planes oriented both parallel and perpendicular to the
convergence direction (Behrmann, 1988; Selverstone, 1988). In addition, no
agreement exists yet on the amount of displacement of the first-order normal faults.
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CE

Fig. 20. Retrodeformation of major strike-slip displacements in the East-Alpine orogenic
wedge. Most faults are active at the same time, hence the sequence of a) to d) is not a

AC

chronological, but just as a spatial, step-by-step reconstruction. GFS: Giudicarie Fault
System; HF: Hochstuhl Fault; IF: Inntal Fault; ITF: Iseltal Fault; MF: Mölltal Fault; MMF: MurMürz Fault; PF: Periadriatic Fault; PöLF: Pöls-Lavanttal FaultSEMP: Salzach-EnnstalMariazell-Puchberg Fault; ZWDF: Zwischenbergen-Wöllatratten-Drau Fault. G: Graz. Blue
lines refer to North Calcareous Alps, brown lines to the Austroalpine basement. d) shows
the reconstruction based on the block subdivision of Scharf et al. (2013a). This model does
not take into account the dextral Iseltal Fault, but rather the sinistral Drau Fault, in contrast
to Linzer et al. (2002).
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Fig. 21. Map-view restoration of strike-slip displacements in the Eastern Alps. Model 1

MA

follows the subdivision into fault blocks of Linzer et al., (2002), but applying different
absolute values of displacements (see text for values and references). Model 2 follows the
subdivision into fault blocks of Scharf et al., (2013) for the southernmost part of the map,

ED

and the same displacement of model 1. Displacement vectors are reconstructed for each
block of the maps on the left hand side are shown on the right part of the figure. Note the

PT

progressive E-directed rotation from west to east. The southwesternmost block has been
displaced by almost 70 km towards the NNE. Both the orientation and the amount of
displacement are in agreement with the those independently constrained for the Giudicarie

CE

Fault System based on the offset of the Austroalpine/Southalpine boundary. Dark-gray
areas correspond to gaps between the tectonic blocks that result from lateral displacement

AC

during retrodeformation. These gaps represent areas of compression during collision.
Stippled areas represent overlaps corresponding to extension during collision.
Abbreviations of fault names as in Fig. 20.

Several studies attempted to restore collisional displacements in the Eastern
Alps by retro-deforming displacements only along the major strike-slip faults
(Frisch et al., 1998; 2000; Linzer et al. 2002; Rosenberg et al., 2007), or by retrodeforming both strike-slip and normal faults (Favaro et al. 2017). The results of the
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former 2D, map-view restorations, show where and how much extension and
shortening were needed to maintain compatibility between the blocks displaced
along the strike-slip faults. This approach does not require the yet unresolved
amount of extensional displacement along the Katschberg and Brenner faults to be
part of the boundary conditions. In contrast these values rather result from this
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retrodeformation. Using the subdivision into tectonic blocks defined by Linzer et al.
(2002), we performed a similar restoration, also restricted to strike-slip
displacements (Figs. 20, 21), but using different displacement amounts along the
strike-slip faults, based on the more recent literature. The Mölltal Fault (Fig. 20) is

NU

retro-deformed applying a displacement of 24 km (Kurz and Neubauer, 1996; Scharf
et al. 2013a) instead of 50 km (Linzer et al. 2002, their figure 10), the Hochstuhl

MA

Fault is retro-deformed applying a displacement of 3.5 km (Wölfler et al. 2008)
instead of 20 km (Linzer et al., 2002), the Mur-Mürz Fault is retro-deformed

ED

applying a displacement of 20 km (Metz, 1973; 1976; Wölfler et al. 2008) instead of

PT

33 km (Linzer et al. 2002), the Lavanttal Fault is retro-deformed by 15 km (Kurz et
al., 2011) instead of 20 km (Linzer et al., 2002), the Inntal Fault is retro-deformed

CE

applying a displacement of 40 km (Ortner et al. 2006) instead of 50 km (Linzer et al.

AC

2002). The sinistral DAV (Defereggen-Antholz-Vals) Fault (Fig. 2) is not taken into
account by the retro-deformation of figure 20 because the amount of lateral
displacement accommodated by this fault is not constrained. Therefore, the inferred
amount of orogen-parallel extension shown in figure 20 is underestimated. Late
Oligocene to Early Miocene shortening north of the Northern Calcareous Alps is also
not taken into account by the retrodeformation of figure 20, hence underestimating
the bulk amount of shortenin by some 50 km (Beidinger and Decker, 2014). The
sequence of steps shown in figure 20 does not correspond to a chronological
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sequence of deformation events. It only depicts the amounts of retrodeformation in
the northern and southern parts of the map separately, for the sake of clarity and to
show the different effects of retrodeformation along the ZDWF Fault as in Scharf et
al. (2013) or along the Iseltal Fault as in Linzer et al. (2002). The margins of the
Tauern Window are shown as stippled line. This area cannot be treated as a rigid
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block, because it accommodated significant internal deformation.

Figures 20 and 21 show that the maximum east-west extension attained by
the Eastern Alps during Oligo-Miocene collision is of ~85 km, in the Northern
Calcareous Alps, ~50 km in the central part of the Eastern Alps and ~45 km in the

NU

southern part of the Eastern Alps. These amounts of orogen-parallel extension are
accommodated both by strike-slip displacements, and by normal faults. The stippled

MA

area covering the present-day shape of the Tauern Window in figures 20c,d,
represents an overlap between different tectonic blocks, which represents

ED

extension that was accommodated by normal faulting. This E-W extension amounts

PT

to ~45 km, that were probably accommodated along the Brenner Fault, the
Katschberg Fault, and more widely distributed between them.

CE

The amount of N-S shortening is of ~75 km in the western Eastern Alps

AC

(north of the indenter corner) and it decreases to ~30 km in the easternmost part of
the eastern Alps (Figs. 20c,d). These amounts of orogen-perpendicular shortening
were accommodated both by strike-slip displacements and by thickening (upright
folding). Large “gaps” (shown as gray areas in figure 21), corresponding to areas of
shortening (thickening), appear immediately north of the indenter corner in the
retrodeformed maps, as shown previously (Linzer et al., 2002). The largest gaps,
attaining ~55 km of north-south extension in map-view, are located immediately
north and south of the Tauern Window. This suggests that 55 km out of
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approximately 75 km of shortening were accommodated by upright folding in the
Tauern Window. This value is consistent with previous calculations of shortening by
independent methods (Rosenberg et al., 2015). The extent of these gaps, hence of
shortening, increases from the eastern to the western Tauern Window (Fig. 21),
corroborating previous, independent assessments of an eastward decrease of
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shortening within the Tauern Window (Schmid et al., 2013; Rosenberg et al., 2015).
After restoration the northwestern corner of the indenter is located almost
70 km southwestward of its present position (Figs. 20). Therefore, both the amount
and the orientation of displacement are consistent with those inferred for the

NU

Giudicarie Fault System (Fig. 2), based on the offset of the Periadriatic Fault in map
view. We emphasize that no displacement of the Giudicarie Fault System was

MA

included in the retrodeformation of figure 20, hence the latter displacement is a
result and not an input of the kinematic reconstruction.

ED

Because retro-deformation as performed in figure 21 does not allow the

PT

rotation of blocks nor their internal deformation, the southern margin of the
Austroalpine is highly irregular, but its envelope does show a nearly east-west

CE

orientation (Fig. 21) in contrast to the present-day state. As a consequence, a

AC

clockwise rotation of the Dolomites Indenter took place during collision.
The above retro-deformation was performed keeping the length and

orientation of the faults constant. However, analog experiments (movie 1, and
Ratschbacher et al., 1991; Rosenberg et al., 2007) show that part of the sinistral
faults forming the northern boundary of the eastward extruding wedge change their
orientation during indentation, from NE-SW to E-W. If faults rotate towards the
plane of flattening (indenter margin), hence if part of their displacement took place
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when they were oriented at higher angle to the indenter margin, the total amount of
calculated extension is smaller.
Previous models of retro-deformation along strike-slip faults of the Eastern
Alps suggested that orogen-parallel extension accommodated some 170 km (Frisch
et al., 1998), or 120 km (Linzer et al., 2002), or 70 km (Rosenberg et al., 2007). The
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latter value was corroborated by Favaro et al. (2017). The present work shows that
orogen-parallel extension varies between 45 km immediately north of the indenter
margin to 85 km in the North Calcareous Alps (Fig. 20). N-S shortening corresponds
to 70 km and 41 % in the western Eastern Alps. Orogen-parallel extension varies

NU

from 45 to 85 km corresponding to an average of 17%. If the indenter displacement

the bulk 75 km of shortening.

MA

was oriented nearly N-S (Rosenberg et al., 2007), it can account for ~60 km out of

If the northwestern margin of the tectonic map, North of the Subalpine

ED

Molasse is considered as fixed, a finite displacement field can be defined by joining

PT

marker points between their inferred positions in the very initial stage of collision
and their final, present-day position (Fig. 20). These displacement vectors are

CE

oriented NNE in the area of the Tauern Window and rotate ENE further east,

AC

indicating a component of east-west extension within the orogenic wedge. However,
the latter pattern only results from restoration of strike-slip displacements, ignoring
shortening that took place north of the North Calcareous Alps. If shortening of the
Molasse Basin (Beidinger and Decker, 2014; Ortner et al. 2015) were taken into
account, displacement vectors calculated for an area including the northern front of
the Alps would be more strongly directed towards the north.
The vector length decreases northward, in the area corresponding to the
Northern Calcareous Alps, implying that shortening was accommodated further
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south, mainly in area of the Tauern Window. Interestingly, a rotation of
displacement vectors from NNE in the west to ENE in the east is also inferred from
present-day GPS measurements and their interpolation (Métois et al., 2015).
VIII.3 Particle paths and cooling during exhumation of the western Tauern Window
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Most exhumation models of the western Tauern Window (Axen et al., 1995;
Fügenschuh et al., 1997; 2012; Frisch et al., 1998) tacitly assumed that particle
paths during exhumation were parallel to the fault plane, and to the WSW-plunging
stretching lineations of the Brenner Mylonites. Alternatively, NNW-SSE oriented
displacement paths, sub-parallel to the inferred maximum shortening direction in

NU

the footwall of the Brenner Fault, were claimed to control exhumation of the

MA

western Tauern Window (Rosenberg and Garcia, 2012). In the latter model, particle
paths would deviate upward from the low-angle orientation of the fault plane and

ED

cross the fault plane itself, eventually attaining the surface by erosion (Fig. 10).
Analogue experiments simulating indentation of a rigid body with a shape

PT

similar to the Dolomites Indenter into a rheologically-stratified lithosphere
(Rosenberg et al., 2007), showed that significant orogen-parallel extension can

CE

affect the area immediately in front of the indenter corner, hence, in a position

AC

analogous to that of the Brenner Fault, even if particle paths are oriented subparallel, and not perpendicular to the convergence direction (Fig. 18c; movie 1).
The occurrence of an almost completely unfolded hanging-wall at the presentday surface, as evidenced by the sub-horizontal orientation of the Creataceous
nappes west of the Brenner Fault (Fig. 7b), suggests that the European Basement
and the ocean-derived nappes below the Austroalpine hanging-wall are not folded.
Therefore, the upright folds exposed in the western Tauern Window were not
formed west of the Brenner Fault trace (see cross-sections of Prey, 1980 for a
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similar interpretation) and were not passively translated from west to east below
the Brenner Fault plane. If it is taken into account that particle paths east of the
Brenner Fault did cut across the mylonitic belt, i.e. they were not parallel to the fault
plane, vertical offsets along the Brenner Fault (Fig. 12) cannot be taken as a measure
of fault-parallel displacement, which would otherwise be largely overestimated.
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Whichever proportion of orogen-parallel vs. orogen-perpendicular displacement is
inferred, the folded stack of European basement nappes, which could not have
formed without contemporaneous exhumation of its upper part, certainly results
from top-to-the-North thrusting (e.g., Behrmann, 1990; Lammerer et al., 2008;

NU

Schmid et al., 2013), hence, from north- and upward-directed displacement vectors.

MA

VIII.4. II How large is extensional displacement along the Brenner Fault?
Some exhumation models, interpreted the Tauern Window as an extensional,

ED

metamorphic core complex, formed in a pure extensional (Frisch et al., 2000) or
transtensional setting (Genser and Neubauer, 1989), post-dating crustal thickening

PT

(Neubauer et al., 1999). However, most authors mentioned that shortening
accommodated by folding occurred at the same time as orogen-parallel extension

CE

both at the western margin (Behrmann, 1988; Selverstone, 1988; Fügenschuh et al.,

AC

1997; 2012; Axen et al., 1998; Rosenberg and Garcia, 2011; Schmid et al., 2013;
Favaro et al., 2017) and at the eastern margin (Scharf et al., 2013a) of the window.
In spite of this consideration, nearly all studies calculated extensional displacement
ignoring the contribution of folding and erosion to exhumation. The amount of
extension was merely determined by calculating the fault-parallel displacement
needed to match the maximum possible vertical offset estimated between footwall
and hanging-wall (Axen et al., 1995; Fügenschuh et al., 1997; 2012). Assuming a
priori that the present-day orientation of the Brenner Mylonites reflects the
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orientation of the fault plane throughout exhumation, horizontal extensional
displacements (Table II) were inferred to be as large as 63 km (Axen et al., 1995),
>70 km (Fügenschuh et al., 1997), or >44 km assuming that part of this
displacement took place along a steeper, brittle fault plane (Fügenschuh et al.,

Selverstone et al.,
1995

NU

CE

Axen et al., 1995

MA

Selverstone, 1988

ED

Behrmann, 1988

Amount of horizontal extension Argument supporting the calculated amounts of
(heave)
extension
11.5 -18.5 km
Based on an estimated throw of 5-8 km, an average
dip of 25° for the Brenner mylonites, and assuming
that the entire vertical offset was exclusively
accommodated along the Brenner mylonites
Several km to tens of km.
Based on an estimated throw of 10 km
Quoted as 10-20 km in Axen et
al., 1995
25-35 km
Based on the estimated vertical distance of 15 km
between the two inferred rolling hinges, assuming
an average fault dip of 30 to 45°, and adding 10 km
horizontal distance, which correspond to the extent
of E-down faults in map view, exposed east of the
Brenner trace.
33-63 km
Based on a rolling-hinge model for the Brenner
Fault, with an average dip of the Brenner mylonites
of 20°, and a depth of the lower rolling hinge
between 12 and 23 km.
50 - >70 km
Based on an estimated throw of 20 km, an average
dip of 15° for the Brenner mylonites, and assuming
that the entire vertical offset was exclusively
accommodated along the Brenner mylonites
160 km, including extension
Assuming the entire E-W length of the Tauern
along the Katschberg Fault
Window in map view resulted only from extension
along the Brenner and Katschberg Faults
2-14 km
Assuming that the amplitude of the Tauern upright
antiformal structure (>10 km) accommodated 10
km of the bulk throw of 15 km and only the
remaining 5 km resulted from extensional
displacement, accommodated partly along the
Brenner mylonites and partly along a steeper,
brittle fault.
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Authors
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2012).
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Fügenschuh et al.,
1997

Frisch et al., 2000

Rosenberg and
Garcia, 2011
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Fügenschuh et al.,
2012

44 km

Rosenberg and
Garcia, 2012

2-14 km

Based on an estimated throw of 17 km, that
entirely resulted from extension, accommodated
along 1) the Brenner mylonites with an average dip
of 17° for for 12 km of the bulk throw; 2) Brittle part
of the Brenner Fault with average dip of 45° for the
remaining 5 km of the bulk throw.
Same argument as Rosenberg and Garcia (2011)
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Table II. Review of inferred amounts of extension accommodated along the Brenner
Fault.

Recently, two different approaches were used to evaluate the distinct

NU

contribution of folding and erosion to the bulk amount of exhumation. Rosenberg
and Garcia (2012) estimated that the maximum amount of exhumation resulting

MA

from folding and erosion corresponds to the difference in elevation between
structural markers located in the reconstructed hinge of the eroded, upright

ED

antiform and the same markers, lying in a sub-horizontal orientation, to the north
and west of the antiform. This difference in elevation being approximately 10 km, it

PT

was concluded that 10 km of vertical offset were accommodated by folding and

CE

erosion, hence, the remaining 5 km of vertical offset should be accommodated by
extension (Rosenberg and Garcia, 2012). The second approach (Fügenschuh et al.,

AC

2012) considered that the entire vertical offset (estimated to 17 km) resulted from
extensional displacement that was calculated to be of 44 km based on the dip angles
of the Brenner Mylonites and the brittle Silltal Fault. Only the difference between
the inferred pre-extensional depth of the footwall (21 km) as derived from
metamorphic pressure and the vertical offset along the Brenner Fault (17 km), i.e., 4
km, were interpreted to result from folding and erosion.
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We consider that the first approach is more likely for the following reasons:
1) it does not assume a priori extension or folding, but uses the reconstructed
geometry of the folds in cross section to constrain the amount of exhumation by
folding. Cross sections do show that any structural marker in the hinge of the
antiform is located ~ 10 km higher than in the most external part of the limb of the
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same fold (Figs. 4 and 6). Extensional denudation does not result in a characteristic
geometry that could allow for the quantification of its displacement. 2) The second
approach depends on the knowledge of the progressive strain history, in particular
the rotation of the fault plane during progressive deformation as generally assessed

NU

for extensional faults (e.g., Buck, 1988; Wernicke and Axen, 1988); 3) the results of
the second approach, constraining 4 km of exhumation by folding and erosion is in

MA

contrast with the reconstructed amplitude of 10 km of the folds. Erosion in the hinge
of the antiform eliminated a vertical length of ~10 km in excess of the background

ED

erosion level adjacent to the fold (Fig. 6c); 4) cross sections constructed by

PT

projection of hanging-wall structures do show that the entire footwall of the
Brenner Fault is folded with the same geometry of the cross sections constructed by

CE

projecting footwall structures (Fig. 11). In both cases exhumation of the deepest

AC

units is located in the axial region of these folds. The nearly horizontal orientation of
the mylonitic belt in cross section cannot explain why exhumation of its footwall is
higher in the fold hinges. Hence, both cross sections of figure 11 show that it is the
fold geometry that always controls the amount of exhumation. This control is also
shown by the along-strike asymmetry of the vertical offset. Where fold limbs dip
steeply and are partly overturned, the along-strike change of vertical offset is more
abrupt (from 0 to 17 km along a horizontal distance of 17 km in the southern limb;
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Fig. 12), and where the fold limb dips gently, the vertical offset varies more gently

MA

NU
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(13 km along a distance of 35 km in the northern limb; Fig. 12).

Fig. 22. Schematic diagram showing orientation and aspect ratios of deformation ellipsoids

ED

during two stages of folding of a nappe stack. Smaller circles and ellipses point to
deformation on the outcrop scale, whereas the larger ones point to deformation on the scale

PT

of the collisional wedge. Lower figure: nappe stack (white) in front of an indenter (gray).
Undeformed strain markers (circles) are shown on the nappe stack, to illustrate the post-

CE

nappe deformation in the upper figure. Upper figure: geometry of strain markers and
nappes after shortening of the nappe stack by folding. Note that large vertical stretching and
horizontal shortening are accommodated on the scale of the entire nappe stack, although

AC

they are not expressed in the more local deformation ellipsoids, hence fabrics.

Different large-scale observations do suggest that extensional displacements

along the Brenner Fault may not have been very large. If the vertical throw of >17
resulted from extensional unroofing, crustal thinning of a similar amount should be
easily detected by geophysical methods at depth. However, Moho maps do not show
any deflection below the Brenner Fault (Figs. 1 and 2; Rosenberg and Garcia, 2011;
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Spada et al., 2013). In contrast, if 10 out of the 17 km of vertical offset resulted from
an-along strike differential thickening due to folding that was then eroded to one
and the same surface level, no changes of the Moho depth would be expected.
Stretching lineations in the western sub-dome strike ENE, sub-parallel to fold
axes (Fig. 8; Axen et al., 2005; Schneider, 2014). This may suggest that the longest
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axis of the deformation ellipsoid was nearly horizontal during collision and
exhumation, and not sub-vertical as could be expected if exhumation was
accommodated mainly by upright folding and erosion. However, the orientation of
the stretching lineations may not reflect the orientation of the maximum extensional

NU

direction, if part of the extension was accommodated by buckling of the nappe pile.
As sketched in figure 22, if shortening is largely accommodated by buckling of the

MA

nappe pile, large part of the vertical extension is accommodated by the rotation of
the fold limbs into a steep orientation without significantly deforming the interior of

ED

the nappes. In this case the fabric of the rocks on the outcrop scale may not show

PT

significant elongation in the vertical direction, although the latter represents the
major extensional direction on the larger scale (Fig. 22), as shown by the amplitude

CE

of upright folds in cross sections (Fig. 6). East-west extension undoubtedly occurred

AC

during upright folding, but the maximum extensional direction may have been
vertical.

VIII.5. How large is extensional displacement along the Katschberg Fault?
Extensional displacement along the Katschberg Fault was first inferred to
accommodate 16.5 km of displacement (Genser and Neubauer, 1989), and recently
re-evaluated to 26 km (Scharf et al., 2013a). The first interpretation was based on
the inferred jump in metamorphic temperature from footwall to hanging-wall,
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whereas the latter was based on the inferred tectono-stratigraphic omission of 13.5
km along the southern part of the KSZS (Scharf et al., 2013a), where the deepest unit
of the Venediger Duplex is exposed. Considering a priori that exhumation resulted
from extensional un-roofing and taking an average dip angle of 25-30° of the
mylonites as the constant orientation of the fault plane throughout its activity, the
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maximum vertical offset along the KSZS corresponds to 23-29 km of horizontal
displacement (Scharf et al., 2013a). However, if an angle of 40° is taken, as
suggested by the geometrical relationships described above and shown in figures 13
and 14, still assuming a fault-parallel exhumation path, and a purely extensional

NU

denudation process, a value of 16 km of east-west extension results for the area of
maximum vertical offset.

MA

Upright folding and erosion certainly contributed to exhumation, as
suggested by the coincidence between the area of maximum vertical offset and the

ED

hinge of the upright fold that folds the footwall (Figs. 3a and 12). Parts of the eastern

PT

sub-dome, namely the Glockner and Matreier nappes, lie outside of the KSZS, north
of its dextral branch (Figs. 2 and 3a; Scharf et al., 2013b). These units form the

CE

northern limb of the eastern sub-dome and are overprinted by regional

AC

metamorphism whose maximum T increases from 325 °C immediately south of the
SEMP Fault to 450 °C along the northern branch of the KSZS, as shown by Raman
Spectroscopy of Carbonaceous Material (Fig. 9a; Scharf et al., 2013b). This part of
the eastern sub-dome dips gently below the Austroalpine, but turns into a subvertical orientation near the SEMP Fault and is not bounded by extensional faults
along its eastern boundary. Hence, exhumation of Cenozoic, metamorphic rocks
with T attaining 450° C in this part of the Tauern Dome, must have occurred by
folding and erosion.
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VIII.6. Oligo-Miocene kinematics
The different orientation of the long axes of the western and the eastern subdome intrigued numerous tectonic studies, and it was proposed that the orientation
of the eastern sub-dome resulted from ongoing convergence of the Dolomites
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Indenter (e.g., Tollman, 1980). Polinski and Eisbacher (1992) suggested a temporal
and kinematic link between the sinistral Giudicarie Fault System, hence, the
Dolomites Indenter, and the sinistral shear zones of the western Tauern Window
(Fig. 3a). In their model the dextral Mölltal, Hochstuhl, and Lavanttal Faults formed

NU

in the Neogene, after the inferred Paleogene activity of the sinistral SEMP and
Giudicarie faults. Considering sinistral displacements along NE-striking faults

MA

compatible with NE-SW oriented shortening, the age of the latter faults was inferred
to be Paleogene (Polinski and Eisbacher, 1992) by analogy with NE-SW oriented

ED

shortening in the Southern Alps (Doglioni, 1987; Doglioni and Bosellini, 1987). This

PT

idea, of two temporally separate events affecting the western and eastern structures
of the Tauern Window inspired later conceptual models suggesting that the dextral

CE

strike-slip systems were younger than the sinistral ones, which are inferred to be of

AC

Late Oligocene age (Neubauer et al., 1999; Mancktelow et al., 2001). However,
analogue models, showed that both sub-domes, could form at the same time during
a single phase of shortening (Fig. 18; Rosenberg et al., 2004; 2007), with
deformation localizing along conjugate thrust systems in the upper crust, and
passing into upright folds in the lower crust, whose orientation is subparallel to the
one of the thrusts (Fig. 18; and movie 1). Therefore, even the eastern sub-dome,
which strikes at a high angle to the Giudicarie Fault System, most probably resulted
from the same indentation event, which created the western sub-dome. Indeed, the
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displacement field of figure 21, resulting from the combined sets of dextral and
sinistral faults, is perfectly compatible with the inferred sinistral displacement of 70
km (Schönborn, 1992) along the NNE-striking Giudicarie Fault System.
The amount of post-Oligocene shortening was inferred to be nearly constant
through-out the Eastern Alps (Linzer et al., 2002), varying between a minimum of
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61 km west of the Tauern Window, to 64 km across the Tauern Window and 64 km
at the eastern margin of the Eastern Alps. Their restoration shows that the east-west
extent of the area corresponding to the Tauern Window was only 50 km during the
Oligocene, that the Northern Calcareous Alps were stretched in east-west direction

NU

by 22% (~90 km), and that little deformation affected the Austroalpine Basement
east of the Tauern Window. However, our retrodeformation to the pre-Oligocene

MA

state (Fig. 20) shows that the east-west length of the area corresponding to the
present-day Tauern Window has only been increased by some 45 km, whereas its

ED

north-south extension must have been 55 km larger in the west, and 20-40 km

PT

larger in the east. These data are in better agreement with recent estimates of
shortening in the Subalpine Molasse (Ortner et al., 2015). East of the Tauern

CE

Window, as previously shown by Linzer et al. (2002), shortening localizes

AC

immediately in front of the Dolomites Indenter (gray areas in Fig. 21). On the first
order, a map-view distribution of areas affected by shortening and extension
analogous to the one of figure 21 may be obtained by 2D, schematic models of
blocks sliding along NE-striking sinistral faults in the north and SE-striking dextral
faults in the south (Fig. 23). Such a spatial pattern of strike-slip faults is well
documented in the Eastern Alps (e.g., Ratschbacher et al., 1991b; Linzer et al., 2002)
and was inferred to govern the large-scale pattern of collisional deformation
(Ratschbacher et al., 1991b).
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Fig. 23. Schematic sketch illustrating the change of geometry in map view of E-W

PT

extension accommodated by a conjugate system of en échelon strike-slip faults whose shear
sense is sinistral in the north and dextral in the south. Note the area increase in the western

CE

part of the box and the decrease in the east, corresponding respectively to shortening and
extension. For any given displacement, if the orientation of the faults is at higher angle to
the extrusion direction, the “gap” in the western area (hence the amount of collisional

AC

shortening) increases and the southernmost boundary rotates by a higher angle, thus
attaining an E-W orientation.

Figure 23 shows that the activity of the above described conjugate sets of
strike-slip faults leads to an area increase in the west and an area decrease in the
east of the retro-deformed body, hence, a transition from shortening in the west to
extension in the east, as previously described by Ratschbacher et al. (1991b).
Therefore, in spite of its schematic character and simplicity, this kinematic model
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(Fig. 23) explains the transition from a thickened (present-day Moho up to 52 km
depth; Fig. 2) and shortened area in the Tauern Window, to a thinner and extended
area east of the Tauern Window (present-day Moho at 32 to 36 km depth; Figs. 1
and 2). The western part of the deforming model acts as a source of material that is
transferred to the ENE and ESE during bulk north-south shortening. During retro-
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deformation the fault-blocks are slid backwards to the WSW and WNW, thereby
increasing the north-south extension in map-view. In order to reduce this large
space during forward deformation significant north-south shortening needs to take
place in the west.

NU

The model above also illustrates some of the other first-order tectonic
characteristics of the Cenozoic Eastern Alps. Retro-deformation of the strike-slip

MA

faults within the wedge-shaped body analogous to the present-day map view of the
Eastern Alps, transforms this wedge into a rectangle with E-W-striking margins both

ED

in the south and the north. Hence the southern margin, that is analogous to the

PT

northern boundary of the Dolomites Indenter, is affected by a clockwise rotation
during the activity of the strike-slip faults. In the restored maps of figures 20 and 21

CE

the indenter margin, acquires an orientation that is close to east-west (N95E),

AC

suggesting a clockwise rotation of 5° of the indenter during collision. Independently
of the model above, such rotation was postulated (Bertrand et al., 2015) to explain
along-strike gradients of shortening in the Tauern Window (Schmid et al., 2013;
Rosenberg et al., 2015). The retrodeformed east-west strike of the Periadriatic Fault
is similar to its westward continuation, west of the Giudicarie Fault System (Fig. 2).
The easternmost area of the model in figure 23 shows the closing of a space
in the retro-deformed map, hence, the occurrence of an area of Cenozoic extension.
Such an area is not known from the Eastern Alps, except for its small Miocene pull-
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apart basins (Sachsenhofer et al., 2000) along the Lavanttal and the Mur-Mürz faults
(Fig. 2) and it does not appear to exist in figure 18a. This is due to the fact that
extension, which is required to maintain strain compatibility of a strike-slip model
as in figure 23, takes place within the Styrian- (e.g., Neubauer and Genser, 1990) and
the Vienna basins, but these are not shown in figure 21.
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The regional distribution of the areas of shortening described above are
consistent with those forming during the indentation experiment illustrated in
figure 18 and Movie 1. As shown by the flattened and stretched strain ellipses (Fig.
18d) the area of maximum shortening corresponds to the Tauern Window, and from

NU

there it bifurcates eastward, in a belt adjacent to the indenter margin, and one that

MA

strikes along the SEMP Fault.

VIII.7. Geodynamic causes of orogen-parallel extension

ED

Different geodynamic significance was attributed to orogen-parallel

PT

extension in the Eastern Alps. Irrespective of the absolute amount of extension
attributed to the Brenner and to the Katschberg faults, the origin of this orogen-

CE

parallel extension is interpreted in different ways. Some models related it to large-

AC

scale, plate tectonic processes, situated outside of the Tauern Window, as the roll
back of the Carpathian subduction zone (Sperner et al., 2002), or the lateral escape
of the orogenic wedge, thus accommodating indentation of the Southern Alps
(Ratschbacher et al., 1991b; Linzer et al., 2002). Other interpretations considered
that orogen-parallel extension resulted partly (Ratschbacher et al., 1991b) or
entirely (Neubauer et al., 1999) from the gravity-driven collapse of thickened
orogenic crust.
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a. Indentation-induced lateral extrusion
Orogen-parallel extension in the Eastern Alps is generally attributed to
“lateral extrusion”, that was described as the combination of gravitational collapse
and lateral escape (Ratschbacher et al., 1991a, b). This model is based on the
interpretation of the Cenozoic fault pattern and on analogue experiments of
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indentation, which paradoxically show that it is physically very difficult to obtain
large amounts of east-directed displacements by indentation.

Retrodeformation performed along the major strik-slip faults (Fig. 20),
shows that the Eastern Alps as a whole become shortened in north-south direction

NU

and stretched in east-west direction accommodating a deformation that is
dominated by NE-directed displacement vectors in the west and ENE in the east

MA

(Fig. 21). This transition resulted into a gradient of crustal thickening, increasing
westward, associated to an eastward decrease of average elevation. The topographic

ED

gradient is strongest across the area of the Katschberg Fault (Fig. 1; Frisch et al.,

PT

1998) and it may have driven orogen-parallel lower crustal flow, facilitated by the
inferred high geothermal gradients affecting the Miocene collisional wedge

CE

(Sachsenhofer, 2001).
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The present-day velocity field, based on GPS observations (e.g., Métois et al.,
2015) shows that the E- to NE-directed displacement vectors in the Eastern Alps are
not restricted to the wedge between the SEMP and the Periadriatic Fault, but
continue to the northernmost deformation front of the Alps, and even further North,
in the Molasse Basin and Bohemian Massif. The latter study shows that calculated
gradients of potential energy that could drive lateral extrusion do not correlate with
topographic gradients, therefore suggesting that the cause of eastward
displacements may be a deeper-seated, motion of the mantle.
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In spite of the latter conclusions regarding the present-day kinematics of the
Eastern Alps, the eastern termination of the antiformal stack of the Tauern Window
in the “middle” of the Eastern Alps, close to the latitude of 14°, separates two areas
of the chain whose amount of thickening was very different. Although large parts of
the thickened wedge of the Tauern Window are eroded (Fig. 6), the topography and
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the Moho, respectively increase and deepen from east to west across the latter
boundary (Fig. 1). Therefore, a large gradient of gravitational potential energy still
exists (Métois et al., 2015). The occurrence of Barrovian metamorphism in the
Tauern Window must have induced a change in rheology between the western and

NU

eastern parts of the Eastern Alps during the Miocene. This change coupled with the
aforementioned gradient in gravitational potential energy may have driven orogen-

MA

parallel extension.

ED

b. Extension in front of indenter corners

PT

Many similarities exist between the Brenner Fault in the Eastern Alps and the
Simplon Fault at the boundary between Central and Western Alps (Selverstone,

CE

1988; Mancktelow and Pavlis, 1994). These similarities are manifested by the

AC

orientation of the faults perpendicular to the strike of the orogen, by the
accommodation of orogen-parallel extension throughout the Miocene (Keller et al.,
2006; Bertrand et al., 2017), by the spatial coincidence between the faults and the
site of maximum shortening of the thickened lower plate (Rosenberg et al., 2015),
and by the more pronounced shortening of the footwall compared to the hangingwall. In this respect however, the hanging-wall of the Brenner Fault is gently dipping
and not folded (Fig. 7b), not folded, whereas the hanging-wall of the Simplon Fault is
folded, albeit less than its footwall. Finally, both faults depart from the corner of a
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South-Alpine Indenter. These analogies suggest that the nucleation and growth of
both faults stems from the same cause, which is the displacement of an indenter
corner. Indeed, all existing analogue, indentation models, showing the deformation
field in front of indenter corners (e.g., Lu and Malavieille, 1994; Zweigel, 1998;
Lickorish et al. 2004; Rosenberg et al., 2004, 2007; Reiter et al., 2011; Luth et al.,
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2013), do show the occurrence of a local deviation with respect to the remaining
displacement field of the deforming plate (Fig. 18c). If the dimensions of the
indenter depicted in Fig. 18d are scaled to the Eastern Alps, horizontal extension in
the horizontal plane attains more than 20 km in front of the indenter corner.

NU

Whereas material particles move in a direction close to that of the indenter itself in
front of the straight segment of the indenter boundary, they diverge from each other

MA

in front of the indenter corner (Fig. 18c) causing orogen-parallel extension. Hence,
displacement of the indenter corner is one cause of orogen-parallel extension in the

ED

collisional wedge. However, it cannot explain orogen-parallel extension throughout

CE

the Brenner Fault.

PT

the Eastern Alpine collisional wedge, away from its specific location, hence that of
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c. Carpathian rollback

Rollback beneath the Carpathian Arc was shown to control thinning of the

Pannonian Basin and the eastward migration of extensional basins (Royden et al.,
1982). Some studies suggested that the latter process could trigger orogen-parallel
extension even in the Eastern Alps (Ratschbacher et al., 1991b; Sperner et al., 2002),
whereas others pointed out on the base of numerical geodynamic models that the
distance between the Tauern Window and the Carpathian belt is too large, to allow
for the transmission of extensional stresses from the latter to the former area (Robl
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and Stüwe, 2005). In addition, Scharf et al. (2013a) and Schmid et al. (2013) pointed
out that rollback in the Carpathians is inferred to be post-20 Ma, based on the age of
both sedimentation (Royden, 1982; Horvath, 1995; Matenco and Radivojevic, 2012)
and volcanism (Pecskay et al., 2006; Harangi and Lenkey, 2007) in the Pannonian
Basin. In contrast, cooling of the Tauern Window starts at 30 Ma, implying that
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rollback beneath the Carpathian Chain could not initiate exhumation of the Tauern
Window, but possibly “facilitated its eastward expansion after 17 Ma, by weakening
its lateral constraint. Indeed, cooling from temperatures ≥450 °C (U-Pb Apatite)
down to 250 °C (FT zircons) took place between 30 and ~12 Ma in the Tauern

NU

Window (Fig. 15). Hence, large parts of the exhumation (and extension) of the

MA

Tauern Window must predate slab-rollback beneath the Carpathians.
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VIII.8. Tauern Window vs. the other Penninic windows of the Eastern Alps
Syncollisional exhumation of the Rechnitz Windows (Fig. 2) and the Tauern

PT

Window were inferred to result from one and the same geodynamic process (e.g.,
Frisch et al., 2000). Indeed, cooling ages in the Rechnitz Window and in the Tauern
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Window are similar, with zircon FT ranging from 22 to 13 Ma and apatites between
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7 and 9 Ma (Dunkl and Demeny, 1997). However, the Oligocene structures and
kinematics of the Rechnitz Window are completely different from those of the
Tauern Window. The Rechnitz Window is located in the Styrian Basin (Fig. 2), i.e., in
the westernmost Pannonian Basin. This area is only affected by extensional
structures throughout the Miocene and the Moho is shallower, located at ~ 30 km
depth in this area (Figs. 1 and 2; Spada et al., 2013). In addition, the Moho strikes
north-south and dips eastward (Fig. 2; Spada et al., 2013), an orientation that is
difficult to reconcile with that of the inferred north-south shortening. In spite of the
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poor outcrop conditions, there is no evidence for shortening of these windows,
which lie on a crust that is thinner by one third compared to the present-day one in
the Tauern Window. Fold axes are oriented north-south (Cao et al., 2013) as
expected for an extensional core complex unroofed by east-west extension. Its
formation undoubtedly occurred by extensional denudation, associated to extension
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of the Pannonian Basin (Dunkl and Demeny, 1997).
VIII.9. The eastern termination of the Eastern Alps

The eastern termination of the Eastern Alps, i.e., the area located between the
Katschberg Fault and the Styrian Basin (Fig. 2) is characterized by progressive

NU

eastward thinning of the crust (Behm et al., 2007; Brückl et al., 2010; Molinari et al.,

MA

2012; Spada et al., 2013, Figs. 1 and 2), a decrease of elevation (Fig. 1) and a change
of strike of the European Moho, which turns into a NNW strike east of the

ED

Katschberg Fault (Fig. 2). At present, the lateral change of crustal thickness from the
core of the Tauern Window to the western margin of the Styrian Basin corresponds

PT

to ˜ 70 m/ km along an E-W section. This value is approximately three times that of
the lateral gradient existing at the eastern margin of the Tibetan Plateau (e.g., Shin

CE

et al., 2015). Eastward thinning of the crust goes together with a reduction of

AC

topography (Fig. 1; Frisch et al., 1998), a trend towards older thermochronological
ages (Fig. 5), slower cooling rates (Fig. 16) and an increased preservation of
Neogene paleo-topographic surfaces (Tollmann, 1986; Fig. 16). However, these
changes are not associated to increased crustal extension accommodated by normal
faults. The only extensional faults affecting the area between Tauern Window and
Styrian Basin are related to small pull-apart structures along strike-slip faults (e.g.,
Tamsweg-, Fohnsdorf-, Lavanttal Basins; Fig. 2), which did not accommodate more
than a few km of orogen-parallel extension (e.g., Linzer et al., 2002; Wölfler et al.,
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2010). These basins are located along conjugated SE-, or NE-striking, dextral and
sinistral faults, respectively (Fig. 2). The exposed structural level of the Austroalpine
nappe stack is overall the same from the Katschberg Fault to the Styrian Basin,
always consisting of Upper Austroalpine Units (Fig. 2). Hence, the eastward
decrease of crustal thickness (from 44 to 32 km) determined in the latter area is not
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related to significant changes in the amount of crustal exhumation.

As discussed in section VIII.1. changes of Moho depth are controlled primarily
by the thickness of the Cenozoic nappe pile (Figs. 6 and 19). Because the Moho is
less than 40 km deep east of the Lavanttal Fault (Fig. 2) and assuming that the

NU

sequence of nappes is similar to the one exposed in the Tauern Window, it is
unlikely that the European Basement is thickened and shortened below this part of

MA

the Alps. This is consitent with the modest amounts of Miocene exhumation as
inferred from preserved Neogene paleotopographic surfaces over wide areas (Fig.

ED

16) and the ages of low-T thermochronometers (FT apatites, Fig. 5b) that are pre- to

PT

early collisional.

Based on teleseismic tomography Mitterbauer et al. (2011) documented the

CE

transition from a positive to a negative velocity anomaly below the Eastern Alps, at

AC

14°-14.5° latitude. This transition is interpreted to represent the eastern limit of the
European Slab (Fig. 24), and the western limit of an area characterized by low
velocity anomalies above a deep, oceanic slab (Mitterbauer et al., 2011). If the
Katschberg Fault is projected with an angle of 32° (Figs. 13and 14) down to the base
of the crust it nearly overlaps with the limit of the aforementioned positive anomaly
at 14°-14.5° latitude, betwen 46°45’ and 47°15’ longitude, as imaged from
tomography (Mitterbauer et al., 2011, their figure 7). The absence of such an
inferred, continental lithospheric slab (Mitterbauer et al., 2011) below the
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easternmost Eastern Alps, i.e. between the Katschberg Fault and the Styrian Basin, is
an independent and additional evidence for the lack of significant orogenperpendicular shortening and crustal thickening in the latter area. However, the
differences in cross sectional area between the reconstructed nappe stack in the
Tauern Window and the inferred nappe stack east of the Tauern Window (Fig. 19;
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Prey, 1980) cannot only be explained by increasing amounts of indentation to the
west. Such a large-scale, along-strike change may result from a step in the geometry
of the European passive margin, inherited from the Jurassic phase of rifting (Fig.
24). This scenario was already proposed to explain the larger accretion of

NU

continental basement nappes in the Tauern Window, interpreted to be the cause of
Barrovian metamorphism (Goffé et al., 2003).

MA

The idea presented above, suggesting that the Eastern Alps were strongly
shortened and thickened in the west and less in the east (Figs. 1, 6, and 19), is

ED

consistent with the eastward decrease of sediment thickness in the Molasse Basin

PT

(Fig. 16), pointing to an eastward decrease of crustal load. However, changes in the
equivalent elastic thickness of the lithosphere (Andeweg and Cloetingh, 1998),

CE

possibly inherited from the pre-Alpine extensional structure of the lithosphere, may

AC

also influence such along-strike trend.
Thinning of the crust did not take place locally in the area of the Katschberg

normal fault as could be expected to result from normal fault activity. Hence the
reduced thickness of the eastern Eastern Alps does not result from thinning of an
orogenic wedge that resembled that of the Tauern Window. The eastern Eastern
Alps were not shortened and thickened to a similar degree as the western Eastern
Alps. This conclusion is consistent with the fact that Miocene, metamorphic T of the
oceanic nappes underlying the Austroalpine nappes in the Rechnitz Window never
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attained 400° C (Cao et al., 2013), whereas the same units record a metamorphic T
of up to 600° C in the Tauern Window (Fig. 9a). Hence, at the eastern end of the
Alpine collisional belt, where a continental, lithospheric slab does not seem to be
present (Mitterbauer et al., 2011) a reduction of collisional shortening and
thickening is observed (Fig. 24; Mitterbauer et al., 2011; Zhao et al., 2016).
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Alternative interpretations suggest that a continental slab, attached to the Adriatic
plate, was subducted below the eastern Eastern Alps, down to almost 250 km depth
(Lippitsch et al., 2003; Schmid et al., 2013, Handy et al., 2015). As shown in figure 24
and interpreted from P-wave tomography (Mitterbauer et al., 2013) we prefer to

NU

interpret the deep velocity anomaly of the eastern Eastern Alps as stemming from
an oceanic and detached slab. This is justified by the inferred amount of collisional

MA

shortening of the eastern Southern Alps, i.e. of the Adriatic Plate, that did not exceed
50 km (Schönborn, 1999, Nussbaum, 2000) during collision. Subduction of a

ED

continental plate to 250 km depth would require shortening of the crust by a similar

AC

CE

PT

amount.
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Fig. 24. Schematic, evolutionary 3D diagram of the deep structure of the Eastern Alps. a)

CE

Incipient continental subduction of the European Plate in the West passing in an oceanic
subduction further East due to an inherited “step” of the European passive margin. b)

AC

Continental subduction accommodated by nappe stacking in site of the future Tauern
Window. c) Amplification and exhumation of antiformal stack of European basement
nappes in the Tauern Window, above the attached European Slab. This slab does not
continue east of 14° longitude and no significant crustal thickening has taken place there
during collision, but a deeper slab is observed (Mitterbauer et al., 2011).

IX. Conclusions
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The Eastern Alps illustrate how the deformation pattern of a deforming
collisional wedge is affected 1) by the presence of an advancing indenter corner and
2) by the presence of large, along-strike changes of crustal thickness.
The westward increase of thickness of the Alpine collisional wedge, due to
the building of the antiformal stack of European basement nappes, terminates
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rather abruptly in the central part of the Eastern Alps, where it creates very
significant gradients both in the surface elevation and the Moho topography. At the
surface, this area corresponds to the Katschberg Fault, forming the eastern margin
of the Tauern Window. At depth, it corresponds to the transition between an area, in

NU

the west, where the inferred European continental slab is imaged as attached to the
European Moho and an area in the east, where no slab is imaged below the Moho.

MA

This lateral change in the mantle and crustal structure is the prime cause of the
lateral gradients in thickness of the orogenic wedge that will eventually lead to

ED

lateral gradients in metamorphism and shortening. These, in turn, can explain the

PT

orogen-parallel flow component that affected the collisional wedge.
Exhumation in the western part of the Eastern Alps is mainly the

CE

consequence of nappe stacking, upright folding and erosion, leading to the

AC

formation of the Tauern Window. This area is bounded by extensional faults whose
nucleation probably resulted from the geometry of the indenter corner in the west
(Brenner Fault) and from crustal thickness and surface-elevation changes in the east
(Katschberg

Fault).

Indeed,

deformation

due

to

indentation

cannot

be

accommodated without orogen-parallel extension in front of the indenter corner, as
shown by experiments and by the other example of an Alpine indenter corner, also
associated to orogen-parallel extension at its front, namely along the Simplon Fault.
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In contrast to all other parts of the Alpine Chain, the site of major shortening
in the European Basement did not shift towards the foreland during collision, thus
allowing for the amplification of the large-scale antiform of European basement
nappes. The latter process could not have been possible without efficient erosion of
the growing antiformal structure. Over 20 km of crust, in the hinge area of this
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structure, were eroded throughout collision. The geometry of the reconstructed
upright folds and their erosion level are consistent with the spatial patterns of
metamorphic isograds and cooling ages in the exhumed metamorphic domes.
Provided our map-view retro-deformation is correct, collisional shortening

NU

between the Northern Calcareous Alps and the Dolomites Indenter decreases from
west to east from 75 to 30 km, corresponding to 41% and 15% of shortening,

MA

respectively. Approximately 55 km of the bulk 75 km of shortening were
accommodated by upright folding in the Tauern Window. Orogen-parallel extension

ED

attained 85 km in the North-Calcareous Alps and some 45 km in the area

17% of extension.

PT

immediately north of the indenter margin. These values correspond to an average of

CE

The Dolomites Indenter underwent a clockwise rotation within a system (the

AC

Adriatic Plate) that was rotating anticlockwise. Such a clockwise rotation resulted
into larger amounts of shortening in the western part of the orogenic wedge,
possibly due to an along-strike change of rheology originating from the Oligocene
Barrovian metamorphism that affected and weakened the nappe stack of the Tauern
Window.
In summary, the two questions formulated at the end of the introduction
section may be answered as follows. 1. The limited area of exhumation of European
basement in the Eastern Alps results from the long-term localization of shortening
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that was accommodated within a single structure, the Tauern Dome. 2. Exhumation
occurred primarily by erosion of the aforementioned area of localized shortening
and thickening.
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